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(54) Document display system and electronic dictionary

(57) A document display system displays the con-

tents of an electronic document If the user requests dic-

tionary access, the electronic document is modified by
attaching invisible dictionary access information to

words in the document. The modified document is then

displayed, the words to which the dictionary access
information is attached being visibly marked. If the user

selects a word to which dictionary access infomiation is

attached, an electronic dictionary entry for the word is

automatically retrieved and displayed.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to a document display s

system and an electronic dictionary, nwe particularly to

a document display system that enables words in an

electronic document to be looked up easily in an elec-

tronic dictionary.

Dictionaries have recently become available on 10

media, such as disks, that make the dictionary entries

accessible to a personal computer or other electronic

device. To look up a word in such an electronic diction-

ary, the user types the word on a keytmrd; the meaning

of the word then appears on a display screen. Various is

types of electronic dictionaries are available, including

dictionaries of foreign languages.

Among the users of electronic dictiwaries are peo-

ple who retrieve electronic documents from computer

networks. The retrieval of such documents has recently 20

been greatly facilitated by the emergence of hypertext.

In a hypertext document, certain items (e.g. words) are

marked as being linked to other documents, and the

user can proceed from one document to another simply

by selecting the indicated items with a pointing device. 25

The linking of computer resources throughout the worid

into a so-called world-wide w^, and the commercial

availability of software that facilitates browsing through

hypertext documents, have brought many users into

contact with documents in many languages, and docu- 30

ments on many specialized subjects.

Electronic dictionaries can be an extremely useful

aid to the comprehension of such documents, but unfor-

tunately, the ease with which a person can proceed

from one document to another is not matched by the 35

ease with which the person can took up an unknown
word in a document. Conventional systenos that display

hypertext documents are not designed for displaying

entries in electronic dictionaries, so to find the meaning

of a word, the user nrtust access the electronic dictionary 40

in the usual manner, by typing the word separately.

When there are many words to be looked up, this can

become an irksome and time-consumir^g process.

The problem could be solved by browsing software

that incorporated an electronic dictionary internally, but 45

ft is not practical to equip such browsing with all the dic-

tionaries that might be required by all potential users,

nor is it reasonable to expect a person wfio purchases

browsing software also to pay for a large number of

electronic dictionaries, or even for one electrorric die- so

tionary. h is furthermore inefficient for each user to have

to store a large number of dictionaries on his or her own
computer.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 55

An object of the present invention is accordingly to

provide an easy way for the reader of an electronic doc-

ument to look up words in that document in an elec-

tronic dictionary.

A further object is to provide an easy way for the

reader of a hypertext document to took up words in that

document in an electronic dictionary.

Another object is to indicate to the user which
words can be advantageously be looked up.

The invented docunrient cfisplay system displays the

contents of an electronic document together with a con-^

trd item enabling the user to request access to an elec-

tronic dictionary. If the user requests dictionary access,

the electronic document is modified by attaching dic-

tionary access information to character strings such as
individual words in the document, and the nxxJified doc-

un>ent is displayed. If the user then selects a character

string to which such dictionary access information is

attached, an electronic dictionary entry defining or

describing the character string is automatically retrieved

and displayed, tf there is no entry in the electronic dic-

tionary for the selected charact©- string, a message to

that effect is displayed.

According to one aspect of the inventk)n, the elec-

tronic dictionary is provided with hypertext link informa-

tion making the entries in the dictionary indivdually

accessit^e via hypertext links from other documents. In

this aspect of the invention, the above-mentioned cfic-

tionary access information comprises hypertext links

pointing to entries in the electronic dictionary.

According to another aspect of the invention, the

electronic dictionary is not provided with such hypertext

link information. When attaching the above-mentioned

dictionary access information, the document display

system also extracts the con^esponding entries from the

electronic dictionary and stores each extracted entry as

a separate document which can be retrieved via a

hypertext link. Ttie dictionary access information com-

prises hypertext links to these separate documents.

According to yet another aspect of the invention,

the dictionary access information comprises dictionary

look-up cormiands. When the user sheets a character

string to which dictionary access information is

attached, the document display system receives and

executes a command to look up a corresponding entry

in the electronk; dictionary, tf the corresponding entry is

found in the electronic dictionary, it is displayed to the

user.

According to a further aspect of the invention, when
attaching dictionary access information to an item which

already has a hypertext link to another document, the

document display system attaches information for gen-

erating a menu that aifows the user to choose whether

to retrieve the other document or look up character

strings in the item. If the user selects the item, fb^ the

nr^enu is displayed; then, if the user chooses to took up
a character string in the item, the dictionary entry of the

character strii^ is displayed t>y one of the methods

described atxive.

According to a still furth& aspect of the invention,

the docum^ dsplay system keeps records indk:ating

how frequently different character strings have been
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looked up in the past, or how frequentty dictionary

access information has been attached to different char-

acter strings and how frequently the character strings

have been looked up, and decides whether to attach

dictionary access information to character strings on the 5
basis of these records.

According to a yet further aspect of the invention,

the document display system varies the way in which

character strings in the modified electronic document
are displayed, according to the above records, to help 10

the user decide which character strings to look up.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the attached drawings: is

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a first errtxxliment of

the invented document display system;

FIG. 2 shows part of the contents of the tagged

electronic dictionary in the first emtxxliment; 20

FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the

cli^t device in the first embodiment;

FIG. 4 is a ffowchart illustrating the operation of the

linked document server in the first embodiment;

FIG. 5 illustrates the addition of a dictionary mode 25

button to a document;

FIG. 6 illustrates the addition of an ordinary mode
txitton to another document:

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of the

dictionary linker in the first embodiment; so

FIG. 8 illustrates part of a result file output by the

dictionary linker in the first embodiment;

FIG. 9 illustrates part of a result ffle output by the

dictionary linker when a word cannot be found in

the tagged electronic dictionary; 35

FIG. 10 illustrates an unknown-word entry provided

In the tagged electronic dictionary as an alternate

method of handling unknown wor^;
FIG. 1 1 illustrates an alternative result file output by

the dictionary linker when a word cannot be found 40

in the tagged electronic dictionary;

FIG. 12 illustrates an Initial document retrieval dis-

play;

FIG. 13 illustrates a document retrieved from the

display in FIG. 12; 45

FIG. 1 4 illustrates a further document retrieved by a
hypertext link from the document in FIG. 13;

FIG. 15 Illustrates the document In FIG. 14 dis-

played in dictionary-access nxKle;

F IG. 1 6 shows an example of Information displayed so

when dictionary access is performed from the dis-

play in FIG. 15;

FIG. 1 7 shows a display obtained from the result file

in FIG. 9, illustrating one method of handling

unknown words; 55

FIG. 18 shows a message displayed when the alter-

native method of handling unkrtown words Is

FK3. 1 9 is a bk)ck diagram of a second en*odiment

of the invented document display system;

FIG. 20 Is a flowchart Illustrating the operation of

the dictionary linker In the second embodiment;

FIG. 21 is a ftowchart Illustrating the tag attachment

step in FIG. 20;

FIG. 22 is a block diagram of a third en^iment of

tiie invented document display system;

FIG. 23 illustrates part of the contents of the elec-

tronic dictionary in FIG. 22;

FIG. 24 Is a fbwchart illustrating the operation of

the dictionary linker in the third embodiment;

FIG. 25 illustrates part of a result file output by the

dictionary linker In the third embodiment;

FIG. 26 Is a ftowct^rt Illustrating the operation of

the dictionary entry extractor in the third embodi-

ment;

FIG. 27 shows an example of information displayed

when dictionary access is performed in the third

embodiment;

FIG. 28 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of

the dictionary entry extractor in a variatfon of the

third embodiment;

FIG. 29 is a ffowchart illustrating tiie operation of

the dictionary linker in this variation;

FIG. 30 Illustrates part of a result file output by the

dictionary linker In this variatfon;

FIG. 31 Is a btock diagram of a fourth embodiment

of the invented document display system;

FIG. 32 is a ffowchart illustrating the operation of

tiie linked document sender in the fourth embodi-

ment;

FIG. 33 Is a flowcfiart illustrating tiie operation of

the dictionary linker In the fourth embodiment;

FIG. 34 Illustrates part of a result file output by the

(Sctionary linker In the fourth embodiment;

FIG. 35 Is a ffowchart illustrating the operation of

the dictionary entry extractor In the fourtii embodi-

ment;

FIG. 36 is a block diagram of a fifth embodim^t of

the invented document display system;

FIG. 37 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of

the dictionary linker In the fifth emtxxfiment;

FIG. 38 illustrates part of a result file output by the

dictionary linker in the fifth embodiment;

FIG. 39 is a ffowchart illustrating the operation of

the dctionary entry extiBCtor In the fifth embodl-

iTient;

FIG, 40 a block diagram of a sixth emtxKiiment of

the invented document display system;

FIG. 41 Is a ffowchart illustrating the operation of

the dictionary entry extractor in the sixth enijodi-

ment;

FIG. 42 is a block diagram of a seventh emt>odi-

ment of the invented document cSsplay system;

FIG. 43 is a fbwchart aiustratrng tiie operation of

the linked document server In the seventh emtxxli-

ment;

FIG. 44 is a ffowchart Dli^trating the operation of

the cfictionary tinker in the seventh errtoodiment;
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FIG. 45 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of

the menu generator in the seventh embodinnent;

FIG. 46 illustrates part of a document file output by

the linked document server in the seventh emtxxii-

ment;

FIG. 47 shows how this document file is displayed

by the client device;

FIG. 48 illustrates part of a result file output by the

dictionary linker and linked document server in the

seventh embodiment:

FIG. 49 shows how this result file is displayed by

the client device;

FIG. 50 shows a menu displayed when the user

selects a certain button in the display in FIG. 49;

FIG. 51 shows the same menu with "message"

selected for dictionary access:

FIG. 52 is a block diagram of an eighth embodiment

of the invented document display system;

FIG. 53 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of

the link remover in the eighth embodiment;

FIG. 54 illustrates a document displayed by the

eighth embodiment in the dictionary-access mode;

FIG. 55 is a block diagram of a ninth embodiment of

the invented document display system;

FIG. 56 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of

the finked document server in the ninth emlxxfi-

ment;

FIG. 57 is a fkwchart illustrating the operation of

the dictionary linker in the ninth embodiment;

FIG. 58 illustrates part of a table maintained by the

dictionary access tabulator in the ninth embodi-

ment:

FIG. 59 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of

the dictionary access tabulator in the ninth en'toodi-

ment;

FIG. 60 is another flowchart illustrating the opera-

tion of the dictionary access tabulator in the ninth

enrtodiment;

FIG. 61 illustrates part of a result file output by the

dictionary linker 4 and linked document server 2 in

the r^nth embodimerrt;

FIG. 62 illustrates the document in FIG. 14 dis-

played in dictionary-access mode by the ninth

embodiment;

FIG- 63 illustrates part of a result file output by the

dictionary linker 4 in a variation of the ninth embod-

iment;

FIG. 64 is a block diagram of a tenth embodiment of

the invented document display system;

FIG. 65 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of

the cfictionary linker in the tenth emtx)diment: and

FIG. 66 is a ftowchart illustrating the operation of

the ratio calculator in the tentii entodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Various embodiments of the invented display sys-

tem wHI be described below with reference to the

attached drawings.

First Embodiment

Referring to FIG. 1 , the first embodiment comprises

a client device 1, a linked document server 2, an elec-

5 tronic document store 3, a dictionary linker 4. and a
tagged elecb-onic dictionary 5. which are interconnected

as shown. The client device 1, linked document server

2, and electa^onic document store 3 are facilities pro-

vided in conventional document display systems. The
10 dictionary linker 4 and tagged electronic dictionary 5 are

novel features of tfie present invention.

AltiTough only one linked document server 2 is

shown in ttie drawing, tfiere may be a plurality of linked

document servers 2 located at different sites, each with

15 its own electronic docunrrent store 3, dictionary linker 4,

and tagged electronic dictionary 5. Each linked docu-

ment server 2 is accessible from the client device 1

through a communication channel, which may include

part of a pMic telephone network. There may also be
20 multiple client devices 1 disposed in different locations.

The client device 1 cornprises, for example, a per-

sonal computer provided with a client program, such as

a browsing program, that interacts with the linked docu-

ment server 2, thereby enabling the user to enter com-

25 mancte that retrieve and display documents stored in the

electronic document store 3, The client device 1 also

has a pointing device such as a so-called mouse, witti

wNch the user can select individual words, character

strings, or other Hems in the displayed documents.

30 The client device 1 of course does not have to com-
prise a personal computer. Any device that enables the

user to enter commands, display retrieved documents,

and select character strings can serve as the client

device 1.

35 The linked document server 2 comprises, for exam-

ple, a workstation or computer system equipped with

comnrxjnk:ation functions and software for retrieving

electronic document ffles from the electronic docun^t
store 3 and sending these files to the client devk;e 1

,

40 and for other functions that will be described below.

The electronic document store 3 comprises, for

example, a magnetic or optical disk drive, which may be

physically integrated witii the linked document server 2.

and which stores a plurality of electronic documents in

45 tfieformof conrputer-accessaDlefaes.

The dictk>nary link^ 4 comprises, for example, a

program running on the same workstation or computer

dictionary linker 4 as the linked document server 2. The

function of the dictionary linker 4 in the first embodiment

50 is to refer to tiie tagged electronic dictionary 5 and add

hypertext links to a file provided by the linked document

server 2 to the client devrce 1 . The dictionary linker 4 is

activated by the linked document server 2.

The tagged electrordc dictionary 5 comprises, for

55 exarrtple. a file stored on a magnetic or optica] disk or in

the memory of the workstation or computer on which

the linked document saver 2 and dictionary linker 4

operate. The tagged electronic dictionary 5 cfiffers from

conventional electronic cfictionaries in being provided

4



7 EP0 810 534A2 8

with tegs that can anchor links from hypertext docu-

ments. In the following desaiption, it will be assumed
that the tagged electronic dictionary 5 is an English-to-

Japanese dictionary.

FIG. 2 shows an example of part of the conteits of 5

the tagged electronic dictionary 5. The firs! line in FIG. 2

is an opening tag 1 1 that anchors a dictionary entry

named "storehouse." The next two lines constitute the

heading and body of this entry 12» the word "store-

house" appearing as the heading, followed by a Japa- io

nese definition of the meaning of the word. The next line

is a dosing tag 13 indicating the end of the dictionary

entry These tags 11 and 13, inciderrtally, conform to a
well-known hypertext markup language (HTML).

Although the dictionary linker 4 and tagged etec- is

tronic dictionary 5 may reside in the same workstation

or computer system as the linked document server 2

and electronic document store 3, this is not necessary.

The dictionary linker 4 can reside in a separate compu-

ter system or a specialized system coupled to the sys- 20

tern in which the linked document server 2 and

electronic document store 3 reside. The dictionary linker

4 and tagged electronic dictionary 5 may also reside in

an independent system that is coupled by telecommuni-

cation lines to the linked document s^er 2 and to other 2s

linked document servers, making the facilities of the dic-

tionary linker 4 and tagged electronic dictionary 5 avail-

able to a plurality of server systems.

Next, the operation of the first embodiment will be

descrbed. In the description, the term "electronic docu- 30

ment" will sometimes be shortened to "document." The
term "hypertext document" will refer to an electronic

document having embedded hypertext links pointing

either to the tagged electronic dictionary 5 or to another

document Ttie tagged electronic dictionary 5 virill also 35

be referred to as a hypertext document. Except for the

tagged electronic dictionary 5, documents that do not

contain embedded links pointing to other documents will

not be descrft)ed as hypertext documents, even though

these documents may be the targets of links from hyper- 40

text documents.

First, the q;>eration of the client device 1 will be

desatoed. Referring to FIG. 3. when the user accesses

the document display system, the client device 1 first

displays an initial input screen (step 1 00). then waits for 45

input from the user (step 101). The input may be a file

desaqDtor requesting an electronic document, or a conrv

mand such as "Quit." If the "Quit" command is given,

access to the document display system is terminated

(step 102). File descriptors and commands other tt>an so

"Quit" generally cause the client device 1 to send infor-

mation to the linked documerrt sender (step 103). The
linked documerrt server 2 generally responds by send-

ing back an ^ectrontc document, which the client device

1 receives and cfisplays (step 104). After st^ 104, the 55

process returns to step 101 to wait tor further input: for

example, for the user to request a further document
linked to the document now on display.

Although the user may give varfous commands

other than "Quit." it will be assumed in the first embodi-

ment that the information sent to the linked document
server 2 is always either a fOe descriptor or one particu-

lar command, specifically, a tag attachment command.
Details will be given later.

Next, the operation of the linked document server 2
will be described. The linked document server 2 repeat-

edly executes the process shown in FK5. 4. The process

starts with the reception of information from the client

device 1 (step 200). The linked document server 2 iden-

tifies the information as a file descriptor or tag attach-

ment command (step 201). If the information is a file

descriptor, the linked document server 2 reads the

requested document from the electronk; document
store 3 (step 202). If the information is a tag attachment

command, the linked document server 2 activates the

dictionary linker 4 (step 203), at the same time providing

the dictionary linker 4 with a copy of the document cur-

rently being displayed by the client device 1

.

If the inforntation received in step 200 is a file

descriptor, after obtaining the document in step 202, the

linked document server 2 deddes whether the docu-

ment is a hypertext document (step 204). If the docu-

ment is not a hypertext document the linked document

server 2 adds a dictionary-mode control item, referred

to bekjw as a dicttonary mode button, to the document

(step 205), then sends the documerrt to the dient device

1 (step 206). If the document is a hypertext document,

the linked document server 2 serxfs the documerrt to the

client device 1 (step 206) without adding a dictionary

mode button.

If the information received in step 200 is a tag

attachment comn^d, the cfictionary linker 4 activated

in step 203 modifies the provided document by adding

dictionary access information. The dictionary access

information comprises tags whk:h will be described

later. The linked document server 2 then adds an ordi-

nary-mode control item, refened to befow as an ordi-

nary mode button, to the resulting modified document

(step 207), and sends the document to the dient device

1 (step 206).

The dictfonary mode button and ordinary mode but-

ton are items that the user can select with the pointing

device to switch between a dictionary-access mode and

an ordinary mode, at the user's own convenience.

These control items can be added to the document in

various ways, one of whfoh is illustrated in FIG. 5, vtrhich

shows part of a document 21 that begins with the words

"We draw on vast storehouses...." To add a dictfonary

mode button to this documerrt. the linked documerrt

server 2 adds a line 21 containing the command Vcgi-

bin^nto_the_dic" in a hypertext reference (HREF) tag.

followed t>y the words 'Dictionary mode." then a dosing

tag ((/A)). The user sees the words "Dictionary mode,"

When the user selects these words, the dierrt device 1

sends the diaracter siring "/cgi-bin/into_the_dic" to the

linked document server 2, 7cgi-bin/irrto_the_dic" being

the tag attachment command mentioned above.

RG. 6 illustrates the similar adcfition of an ordinary
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9 EP0 810534A2 10

mode button to a modified document output by the dic-

tionary linker 4. Although the body 31 of the document
has much err^edded dictionary access information, the

body 31 is displayed In nearly the same way as the body
of the document in FIG. 5. as will be shown later. The
linked document server 2 adds a line 32 in which the

hypertext reference "slogan** is the file descriptor of the

document in FIG. 5, which was on display at the client

device 1 when the dictionary linker 4 was activated. The
user can select the words "Ordinary mode" in line 32
with the pointing device, causing the client device 1 to

send the file descriptor *'slogan'' to the linked document
server 2.

Next, the operation of the dictionary linker 4 will be
desCTibed. Refen-ing to FIG. 7. the dictionary linker 4
begins by receiving from the linked document server 3 a
copy of the document currently on display at the client

device 1 , or (equivalently) receives permission to read

this document from the electronic document store 3
(step 500). Next, the dictionary linker 4 creates a result

file (step 501). The result file is created as a new file,

and is initially empty.

The dictionary linker 4 now performs a morphemic
analysis of the document obtained in step 500. By
means of this analysis, the dictionary linker 4 identifies

the words appearing in the document, and the diction-

ary forms of these words. If the word "storehouses"

appears, for example, the dictionary linker 4 identifies

"storehouse" as the dictionary form.

The subsequent st^s from step 503 to step 507
form a loop that ts Treated as long as any unprocessed

word rennains in the document, each repetition adding

one line to the result file. Step 503 is a loop control step

in which the dictionary linker 4 determines whether any
unprocessed word remains. When no unprocessed
word remains, the result file is output to the linked doc-

ument serva^ 2 as the modified document merrtioned

above (step 508).

When an unprocessed word is found in step 503.

the dictionary linker 4 looks for a definition of the word
(i.e. for an entry headed by the dicttonary form of the

word) in the tagged electronic dictionary 5 (step 504). If

the definitton is found, the dictionary linker 4 generates
dictk>nary access informatk)n comprising tags estat^

lishing a link from the word to the dictionary entry defin-

ing the word (step 505). writes these tags and the word
itself in the result file (step 506), and returns to step 503
to process the next word. H the word is not defined in the

tagged electronic dictionary 5. the dictionary linker 4
carries out appropriate unknown-word processing (st^
506). two examples of which will be given later. The dk;-

tionary linker 4 then writes the unknown word in the

result file, together with any tags that may have been
generated by the unknown-word processing (step 506),

and returns to step 503.

FIG. 8 shows the first five lines of the result file out-

put by the dictionary linker 4 for a document beginning

wrtfi "We draw on vast storehouses..." when afJ frve of

these words are d^ined in the tagged electronic diction-

ary 5. Each line begins with an opening tag such as <A
HREF = "tagED#we''), which is a hypertext reference to

the entry for the word Ve" in the tagged electronic dic-

tionary 5. This is followed by the word as it appeared in

5 the document (e.g. "We"), then a closing tag (</A>).

FIG. 9 illustrates one possible type of unknown-
word processing, taking as an example the case in

which the word "vast" is not defined in the tagged elec-

tronic dictionary 5. The unknown-word processing in

JO thB exarrple consists of doing nothing at all; the dk;tk)n-

ary linker 4 writes Vast" in the result ffle without any
opening or closing tags. If this type of unknown-word
processing is adopted, step 507 in FIG. 7 is a no-opera-

tion step, and can be omitted.

IS FlGs. 10 and 1 1 show an example of another pos-

sible type of unknown-word processing. In this example,

the tagged electronic dictionary 5 has a special entry for

unknown words, shown in FIG. 10. The body of this

entry is a Japanese sentence, read as "Sono tango wa
20 jisho ni arimasen." meaning "That word is not in the dic-

tionary." When the dictionary linker 4 cannot find a word
(e.g. "vast") in the tagged electronic dictionary 5, tags

linking that word to this special unknown-word entry are

generated and written in the result file around the

25 unknown word, as illustrated in the fourth line in FIG. 1 1

.

The result file created by the dictionary linker 4 is a
temporary file. After the result file has been output to the

linked document server 2 and transferred to the client

devrce 1. the linked document server 2 may delete this

30 file from the memory of the computer system or work-

station in which the linked document server 2 resides,

so that a copy of the result file remains only at the client

device 1. Similarly, if the linked document server 2 and
dictionary linker 4 reside in different systems, the dic-

35 tionary linker 4 may delete the result file from the nr>em-

ory of its own system after the result file has been
transferred to the system of the linked document server

2.

Next, the overall operation of the first embodiment
40 will be descnbed. with reference to FIGs. 12 to 18.

Three cases of dictionary access will be illustrated: one
in which there are no unknown words; another in which

an unknown word is processed as in FIG. 9; and
another in which an unknown word is processed as in

45 FIGs. 10 and 11.

When first activated by the user, the client device 1

sends certain initial infonmation to the Gnked document
server 2. The linked document server 2 reqxwids by

sending back the contorts of an initial screen Gke the

50 one in FIG. 12. which the client device 1 displays. At the

top of this saeen are four buttons marked "BacK" "For-

ward." "Reload," and "Quit." By selecting the "Quit" but-

ton with a pointing device, the user enters the XiuW
command desabed above. When the "Reload" button

55 is selected, the cfient device 1 sends the linked docu-

ment servo- 2 the fie descrptor of the document cur-

rently on display, causing the Bnked document server 2
to send the document again. The Torward" and "Back"

buttons move fonward and backward in a series of doc-

6



11 EP0810534 A2 12

uments that the user has accessed by means of hyper-

text links. These four buttons are displayed at the top of

all screens In the first embodiment.

Below these buttons, the initial screen has a line on
which the user can enter the file descriptor of a desired s

document The client device 1 sends the entered file

descr^jtor to the linked document server 2. which sends
back the requested document file.

In FIG. 13, the user has entered the file descriptor

of a hypertext document entitled "Corporate Guidance," io

which the linked document server 2 has retrieved from

the electronic document store 3 and sent to the client

device 1 . and which is now displayed on the screen of

the client device 1. The three lines below the title are

hypertext links, and are marked as such with under- is

lines. Since this document is a hypertext document, no
dictionary mode button is attached or displayed.

If the user selects, for example, the "Global Slogan"

line with the pointing device, the client device 1 sends
the linked document server 2 the file descriptor of a fur- 20

ther document. This file descriptor is corrtained in a
hypertext reference tag that precedes the "Global Slo-

gan" line but is not visible to the us&. The linked docu-

ment server 2 retrieves the specified further document
from the electronic document store 3 and sends the 25

document back to the client device 1, The client device

1 displays this document as shown in FIG. 14. This doc-

ument has no links to further documents, so it is not a
hypertext document in the sense in which the term is

being used herein, and the linked document server 2 30

attaches a dictionary mode button-

Incidentally, the user couW also retrieve the "Global

Slogan" document directly, by entering the file descrip-

tor of this document on the initial screen in FIG. 12.

instead of first retrieving the "Corporate Guidance" doc- 35

ument.

The operations so far have been carried out in ttie

ordinary noode. If the user selects the dkitionary mode
button with the pointing device, the client device 1 sends
the linked document server 2 the tag attachment com- 40

mand ("/cgi-bin/into_the_dic") contained in the tag pre-

ceding the words "Dictionary mode." The linked

document server 2 executes this command, thereby

activating the dictionary linker 4.

The dictionary linker 4 has the linked document 45

server 2 retrieve the "Global Slogan" document from the

electronic document store 3 again, looks the words
in this document in the tagged electronic dictionary 5,

and attaches tags to create a result file as was partially

shown, for example, in FIG. 8. Whoi the dictionary so

linker 4 has looked up all words and completed the

result file, the linked document server 2 adds an ordi-

nary mode button to the result file, and swids the result-

ing nxxlified document to the client device 1. The tag

preceding the ordinary mode button contains the ffle 55

desCTiptor of the "Qobal Slogan" document, shown as
the word "slogan" in ttie first line 32 of FIG. 6.

If aO worrte in the "Global Stogan" document are
defined in the tagged electronic cfictionary 5, the user

now sees the display shown in FIG. 15. Each word in

the document is underlined, the underlines indk^ating

the presence of hypertext links to the tagged electrons

dictionary 5 ttiat were added by the dk:tionary linker 4.

To find the Japanese meaning of, for exanple, the
word "storehouses," the user selects ttiis word with the
pointing device. The client device 1 sends the informa-

tion 1agED#storehouse" contained in the tag attached
to this word to ttie linked document server 2. The linked

document sender 2 accesses the tagged electronic dic-

tionary 5 at the entry indicated by this information, and
sends that entry, together with a certain number of pre-

ceding and following entries, back to tfie client device 1

.

The dient devrce 1 then displays the screen depicted in

FIG. 16. which gives Japanese definitions for "store-

house" ar^l other words. If he wants to, the user can
scroll this screen up or down to display the Japanese
meanings of other words in alptiabetical sequence with

"storehouse."

To return from this display of dictionary meanings to

the nxxJified document display, the user selects the

"Back" button in FIG. 16. The client device 1 then dis-

plays the screen shown in FIG. 15 again, enabling the

user to look up other words in the same way that "store-

houses" was kx)ked up, by selecting the desired word
with the pointing device.

When the user has finished looking up words, he
can select ttie ordinary mode button in FIG. 15 to have
the "Gobal Slogan" document displayed again in tiie

ordinary mode, as shown in FIG. 14. If the client device

1 retains a copy of this document, the client device 1

di^lays the retained copy; othenivise. the client device 1

sends ttie file desaiptor of ttie "Qobal Slogan" docu-

ment to ttie linked document server 2 again, receives

ttie unmodified "Global Slogan" document again from
the linked document server 2. and displays ttie received

document.

Next, examples in which unknown words appear in

ttie document in FIG. 15 will be shown.

If ttie word "vast" is not defined in the tagged elec-

tronic dictionary 5. and the dictionary link©- 4 adopts ttie

method shown in FIG. 9 of dealing witti unknown words,

then when the user selects the dictionary-access mode,
instead of the display in FIG. 15, he sees the display in

FIG. 17, in which Vast" is not urrierlined. If ttie user

selects Vast" witti the pointing devk». nothing happens,

because ttiis word has no dictionary access information

attached. This method ol processing unknown words
has ttie advantage of indicating to the user which words
are and whk^ words are not defined in ttie tagged elec-

tronic dictionary 5. so ttiat the user need not waste time

in attempting to took up words ttiat are not defined.

If ttie mettiod illustrated in FIGs. 10 and 1 1 of deal-

ing witti unknown words is adopted, ttien even if "vast"

is not defined in the tagged electrortic cficttonary 5. after

selecting the dictionary mode button, the user sees the

di^ay shown FIG. 15. If ttie user tt^ies to look up ttie

word Vast" ttie cfient devce 1 sends the information

1agED#UNKN0WN WORDS" to ttie linked docum»i1

7
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server 2. which accordingly accesses the special

unknown-word entry in the tagged electronic dictionary

5. As a result, the user sees the screen displayed in

FIG. 18. with a Japanese message nrteaning "That word

is not in the dictionary/ This method has the advantage

o1 explaining to the user why the word cannot be looked

up. The user can use the "Back" Ixitton to return from

this saeen to the display in FIG. 15.

When a user follows a series of hypertext links to a
document written in a foreign language, the first emtxxJ-

iment assists the user in reading the document in a nat-

ural and intuitive way: to look up words, the user points

to the worcte "Dictionary nrKKle.** then simply points to

the words to be looked up. The user does not have to

learn any spedal operations or do any extra typing.

The first embodiment is efficient in that it displays

only the definitions the user wants to see. and does not

attenpt to display the meaning of every word in a docu-

ment, or translate the entire document. The amount of

information transferred between the client device 1 and
linked document server 2 can thus be held to a mini-

mum, and needless delays can be avoided. If the

tagged electronic dictionary 5 is stor^ in a semicon-

ductor memory, or is loaded from a disk memory into a
semicorKludor memory when the linked document
server 2 started up. the tagged electronic dictionary 5

can be accessed by means of internal memory pointers,

enabling the user to obtain definitions very quiddy.

The first embodiment is also efficient in that it ena-

bles dictionary definitions to be accessed without requir-

ing tags with links to dictionary entries to be embedded
in the documents stored in the electronic document
store 3. Thus users who do not need to use the diction-

ary will not be distracted by unnecessary underlines in

the documents they are reading.

Since the tagged electronic dictionary 5 is located

at the site of the linked document sender 2, it is not nec-

essary for each user to purchase his own copy of the

tagged electronic dictionary 5. Moreover, this site can

be provided with a large numt>er of tagged electronic

dictionaries of different types, in different languages, for

example, and the system can be adapted to provide the

user with a choice of dictionaries.

In this case a third type of unknown-word process-

ing is available. If a word is not found in one dictionary,

the dictionary linker 4 can link the word to a menu
screen offering the user a selection of other dictionaries

in which the user might wish to try to look up the word,

this screen being provided with links to commands that

access the other dictionaries. This menu screen can be
built into the tagged electronic dictionary 5. so that both

known words and unknown words are inittalty proc-

essed in the same way: by displaying a page from the

tagged electronic dictfonary 5. The system can then be
expanded by adding dictionary-access convnands.

without having to modify the basic operations of the

linked document server 2 and dk:tionary linker 4.

Second Embodiment

The second embodiment differs from the first

emt)Odiment in that the result files generated by the dic-

5 tionary linker 4 are saved for possftjle future use.

Referring to FIG. 19. the second embodiment has
the same client device 1 , linked document server 2,

electronic document store 3. dictionary linker 4, and
tagged electronic dictionary 5 as the first embodiment,

10 and an additional dictionary-access-ready document
store 6. which stores the result ffles generated by the

dictionary linker 4. The dictionary-aocess-ready docu-

ment store 6 is. for example, a magnetic or optical mem-
ory device coupled to the linked document server 2 and

15 dictionary linker 4. This device may be an independent

device such as an external disk drive. Alternatively, the

dictionary-access-ready document store 6 may be
incorporated into the workstation or computer system in

which the linked document server 2 resides, or the sys-

20 tern in which the dictionary linker 4 resides, or the sys-

tem in which both the linked docunnenl server 2 and
dictionary linker 4 reside.

Next, the operation of the second embodiment will

be described.

25 The linked document server 2 operates as in the

first embodiment, following the flowchart in FIG. 4.

except that under certain conditions, the nrradified docu-

ment (result file) to which an ordinary mode button is

added in step 207 is obtained from the dtctionary-

30 access-ready document store 6 instead of from the dic-

tionary linker 4.

The operation of the dictionary linker 4 differs from

the first emtxxiiment, and is illustrated in FIGs. 20 and

21. Refen-ing to FIG. 20. when activated, the FIG. 4
35 begins by obtaining a copy of the unmodified document

currently on display at the client device 1 (step 300).

This step is the same as step 500 in FIG. 7.

Next, the diclfonary linker 4 searches the directory

of the dictronary-access-ready document store 6 to see

40 if the dictionary-access-ready document store 6 already

contains a result file for this document (step 301). If it

does, the dictionary linker 4 compares the time stamp

on the unnvxlified document with the time stamp on the

result file to determine whether the document stored in

45 the electronic document store 3 has been updated since

the result file in the dictionary-access-ready document
store 6 was aeated (step 302).

If the document in the ^ectronic document store 3

has not been updated since the result file in tfie diction-

50 ary-access-ready document store 6 was created, the

dictionary Bnker 4 checks whether the r^ult file in the

dictionary-access-ready document store 6 is locked

(step 303). The kx;ked state occurs rf the result Ue is

currently beirrg tagged in response to a request from a

55 different dient device. The check in step 303 is repeated

until the document is found not to be locked, at which

time the dk:tionary linker 4 notifies the linked document
server 2 (step 304). and the Hnked document server 2
transfers the result file from the dtctionary-access-ready

8
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document store 6 to the client device i

.

If there is no corresponding result ffle in the diction-

ary-access-ready document store 6» giving a negative

result in step 301 . or if the result file is present in the dic-

tionary-access-ready document store 6 but the original

document in the electronic document store 3 has been
updated, giving an affirmative result in step 302. the dic-

tionary linker 4 creates a new result file with dictionary

access information (step 305). then leaves this new
result file in the dictionary-access-ready document
store 6 and notifies the linked document server 2 that

the result file is ready (step 306). If an old result file for

the same document was present in the dictionary-

access-ready document store 6, the new result file

replaces the old result file.

FIG. 21 illustrates the result file creation step 305 in

FIG. 20. Tlie dictionary linker 4 begins by aeating and
locking the new result file (step 508). The locking and
unlocking of the result file can be carried out by for

example, manipulating an access permission bit in the

directory information of the result file. When the new
result file is created, the old result file, if present, is

deleted. The same steps 502. 503. 504. 505. 506. and
507 as described in the first embodiment (FIG. 7) are

then carried out to write words and tags into the result

file. When no unprocessed words remain, giving a neg-

ative resuH in step 503, the dkrtionary linker 4 unlocks

the result file (step 509), making it available to the linked

document server 2.

From the user's point of view, the operation of the

secoTKl emlxxiiment is identical to the operation of the

first embodiment, except that dictionary access is often

faster. More precisely, when dictionary access from the

same document is requested repeatedly, either by the

same user or by different users, the response to the

request is speeded up the second and subsequent

times, because the result file is already available in the

dictionary-access-ready document store 6.

From the system's point of view, additional file stor-

age space is required for the dictionary-access-ready

document store 6, but the processing load is reduced,

because as k>ng as a document is not updated, a result

file is aeated for that document only once. This advan-

tage becomes particularly significant ifwords in the doc-

ument are likely to be looked up by a large number of

users.

Third Embodiment

The third embodiment differs from the preceding

embodiments in regard to the format of the electronic

dictionary.

Refen-ing to FIG. 22, the third embodiment has the

same client device 1 , linked document server 2, and
electronic document store 3 as the first embocfiment a
generaOy similar dictionary linker 4. and a dictionary

entry extractor 8, a dictionary entry store 9. and an elec-

tronic dictionary 10.

The eiectronfc dictionary 10 is an English-to-Japa-

nese dictionary similar to the tagged electronic diction-

ary 5 of the first embodiment but has no embedded
anchoring tags. A commercially availat>le electronic dic-

tionary can be used as the electronic dictionary 1 0. FIG.

5 23 shows an example of part of the electronic dictionary

10, in which each entry comprises an English word,
then a Japanese definition. The Japanese definrticvi is

terminated by a special code represented in the drawing

by a square, followed by a new-line code, then the next

10 entry. The spedal code indicates that the word on the

next line is the heading of a new dictionary entry, and
the information on the subsequent line or lines, up to the

next spedal code, is the definition of the word given in

the heading.

15 The electronic dictionary 1 0 is not limited to the for-

mat shown in FIG. 23. Electronic dictionaries in other

formats can be used, as long as the format enables

entry headings and definitions to be recognized.

The dictk>nary entry extractor 8 receives a word
20 from the dictionary linker 4, looks this word up in the

electi-onic dictionary 10, stores the entry of this word,

comprising the word and its definition, as a separate

document in the dictionary entry store 9, and provides

the dictionary linker 4 with information giving the stor-

es age location of the entry in the dictionary entry store 9.

For example, the dictionary entry extractor 8 can store

each retrieved entry in a separate fBe in the dictionary

entry store 9, and provide the dictionary entry store 9

with the file names. The contents of the dictionary entry

30 Store 9 can be read by the lirAed document server 2.

Files stored in the dictionary entry store 9 are treated as

hypertext documents, so the linked document server 2

does not add a dictionary nrrode button.

The electronic dictionary 10 can be stored as a sin-

35 gle file on the same type of storage devrce as the elec-

tronic document store 3. The dictionary linker 4,

dictionary entry extractor 8, dictionary entry store 9, and
electronic dictbnary 10 can all be incorporated into the

same computer system or workstation as the linked

40 document sender 2 and electronic document store 3.

Alternatively, the dictbnary linker 4, dictionary entry

extractor 8, dtationary entry store 9, and electronic dic-

tionary 10 can reside in another conputer system,

workstation, or special device coupled to the system or

45 workstation in which the linked document server 2 and

electronic document store 3 reside, or linked to that sys-

tem or workstation by a telecommunication line.

The client device 1 and linked document server 2

operate as in the first embodiment, following the flow-

so charts in FIGs. 3 and 4. Upon retrieving a document that

is not a hypertext document from the electronic docu-

ment store 3, the linked docum^ serv^ 2 ac^ a dic-

tionary mode button as shown in FIG. 5.

The dictionary linker 4 now operates according to

55 the ftowchart in FIG. 24. Steps 500, 501. 502. and 503

are the same as in the first embocfiment but when an

unprocessed word remains in step 503, the dictionary

linker 4 commands the dictionary entry extractor 8 to

process the word (step 510). Ths process rKxmaDy

9
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results in the storage of a dictionary entry for the word in

the dictionary entry store 9. The dictionary linker 4 then

generates hypertext tags linking the word to the diction-

ary entry in the dictionary entry store 9 (step 51 1), and
writes the word and these tags in the result file (step

506). When no more unprocessed words remain, the
result file is output {step 508) as in the first errfeocfiment

FIG. 25 shows part of the result file output by the

dictionary linker 4 for the document in FIG. 14. This

result file is similar to the one in FIG. 6, except that the

hypertext references are the names of files In the dic-

tionary entry store 9. such as "/dic/keep/storehouse" in

the last line in FIG. 25. In this reference. Vdic/keep/" is

the name of the directory of the dictionary entry store 9,

and "storehouse" is the name of a file in which the dic-

tionary entry for the word "storehouse" has been stored.

FIG. 26 illustrates the operation of the dictionary

entry extractor 8. When given a word to process, the
dictionary entry extractor 8 first determines if the entry

for this word is already stored in the dictionary entry

store 9 (step 400). If the entry is not already stored, the

dictionary entry extractor 8 attempts to look the word up
in the electronic dictionary 10 (step 401). If the word is

defined in the electronic dictionary 10, the dictionary

entry extractor 8 reads the entry headed by the word
from the electronic dictionary 10, arKi stores the entry in

a file in the dictionary entry store 9 (step 402). The fife

name of this file is the word looked up. and the file con-
tents are the entry read from the electronic dictionary

10. The dictionary entry extractor 8 then passes the file

name to the dictionary linker 4 (step 403). This com-
pletes the processing of the word.

If the word is not defined in the dictionary, giving a
negative result in step 401 , the dictionary entry extractor

8 checks whether an unknown-word file is preset in the
dictionary entry store 9 (step 404). The unknown-word
file has a predetermined name, such as
"unknown^words." for exanple. Step 404 is carried out

by searching for this file name in the directory

Vdic/keep/."

If no unknown-word file is present in the dictionary

entry store 9. the dictionary entry extractor 8 now cre-

ates one (step 405), giving the unknown-word file the
above-mentioned predetermined name. The file con-
{&n\s are, for example, a Japanese message stating that

the word is not in the dictionary: more specifrcally. the

message illustrated in FIG 18. The dictionary entry

extractor 8 then passes the name of the unknown-word
file to the dictionary linker 4 in step 403 to complete the
processing of the unknown word.

If an unknown-word fBe already exists, giving an
affirmative result in step 404. the dictionary entry

extractor 8 passes ttie name of this file to the dictionary

entry store 9 (step 403) without creating a new
unknown-word file. If the entry of the wwd is already
stored in the dictionary entry store 9. giving an affirma-

tive result in step 400. the dictionary entry extractor 8
proceeds /mmediatefy to step 403 and passes the file

name of the entry to the tfctionary linker 4, skipping the

intermediate steps 401 and 402.

The overall operation of the third embodiment will

be described next, focusing on the operations that occur
when the user retrieves the "Global Slogan" document

5 shown in Fia 14 and selects the dictionary mode but-
ton on this document with the pointing device. Other
operations are earned out as described in the first

embodiment. It will be assumed that the dictionary entry
store 9 is initially empty. It will also be assumed that the

10 electronic dictionary 10 contains enti^ies for alt words in

the "Global Slogan" document exc^t the word Vast"
As in the first embodiment selection of the diction-

ary mode button causes the client device 1 to send the
command 7cgi-bin/into_the_dic" to the linked document

IS server 2, and the linked document server 2 to activate

the dictionary linker 4. After obtaining a copy of the "Glo-

bal Slogan" document from the linked document server

2, creating a new result file, and performing a morphe-
mic analysis, the dictionary linker 4 passes the first word

20 ("we") of this document to the dictionary entry extractor

8.

The dictbnary entry extractor 8 checks to see
whether an entry for "we" is already stored in the dic-

tionary emry store 9. Specifically, the dictionary linker 4
25 searches for a file named "we" in the directory

"/dic/keepr of the dictionary entry store 9. By the

assumption above, no such file exists, so the dictionary

linker 4 next looks up the word "we" in the elecfronic dic-

tionary 10, reads tine entire entry for this word, stores

30 tiie ent7 as a new file named "/dic/keep/we" in the dic-

tionary entry store 9, and passes the file descriptor

"/dicft<eep/we" to the dictionary linker 4. As the first line

in the result file, the dictionary linker 4 writes the line <A

HREF =r "/dic/keep/we" > WeVA >.

35 The next two words, "draw" and "on." are processed
amilarly. creating files named "/dic/keep/draw" and
"dic/keep/on" in the dictionary entry store 9. The word
"vast." however, is not defined in the electronic diction-

ary 10. so the dictionary entry extractor 8 checks to see
<o whether an unknown-word file is already present in the

dictionary entry store 9. By the assumption above, no
unknown-word file is present, so the dictionary entry

©(tractor 8 creates a file named
"dic/keep/unknown_words" containing the message

45 Shown in FIG. 18, and passes the file name to the dic-

tionary linker 4. The drctionary linker 4 writes the line (A
HREF = "/dic/keep/iinknown_words"> vast(/A> in the

result file.

Furtha^ words in the "Qobal Slogan" document are
50 processed in the same way. The word 'from" is encoun-

tered twice. The first time, the dictionary entry extractor

8 reads the entry for ttiis word from the electronic (fic-

tionary 10. aeates a new file named 7dk:/keep/from" in

the dk;tionary entry store 9. and passes the file name
55 Vdic^keep/from" to the dictionary linker 4. The second

time, the dictionary entry extractor 8 only passes the file

name "/dic/keep/from" to the dkrtionary linker 4, without

creating a new fBe. Each time, the dictkmary linker 4
writes a new <A HREF = •/dic/keep/from")from(/A) line

10
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in the result file.

When alf words have been processed, the result f9e

is transfen-ed from the dictionary linker 4 to the linked

document server 2. then to the dient device 1. and the

user sees the screen shown in FIG. 15. If the user 5

selects the word "storehouses'* with the pointing device,

the client device 1 sends the file descriptor

Vdic/keep/storehouse" contained In the invisible hyper-

text tag preceding this word to the linked document

server 2. The linked document server 2 retrieves the ffle io

named Vdic/keep/storehouse** from the dictionary entry

store 9, and sends this file to the client device 1 . The cli-

ent device 1 then displays the screen in FIG. 27. show-

ing the Japanese meanings of "storehouse."

If the user selects the "Back" button on the screen is

in FIG. 27, the dient device 1 again displays the screen

shown in FIG. 15. If the user next selects the word

"vast." the dient device 1 sends the file descriptor

7dic/keep/unknown_words" to the linked document
server 2. The linked document server 2 retrieves the fHe 20

named Vdic/keep/unknown^words" from the dictionary

entry store 9, and sends this fle to the dient device 1

.

which now displays the screen shown In FIG. 18,

infomiing the user that the selected word is not In the

dictionary 25

To the user, the third ennbodlment appears to oper-

ate like the first embodiment, except that when the user

looks up words, only one definition appears on the

screen at a time. One advantage of this is that less infor-

mation has to be transfen^ed from the linked document 30

server 2 to the dient device 1 . Another advantage is that

the user is shovim only what he want to see, and can
quickly read the desired d^inltion without being dis-

tracted by definitions of other words. The first embodi-

ment could also be adapted to operate in this way 35

In terms of speed and efficiency, the third embodi-

ment is g&ieralty Intermediate between the first and
second enrt>odiments. When the dkiionary-access

mode Is seleded repeatedly for the same document,

the result file Is returned to the dient device 1 faster 40

than in the first embodiment, because no actual diction-

ary look-up is necessary the second time and subse-

quent times, but not as quickly as in the linked

document server 2, because the dictionary linker 4 still

has to create a result file each time. 45

If the dictionary-access nrxxle is selected for a
series of different documents, however, the third

emkjodiment may outperform the second embodiment

In the second and subsequent documents, because
common worcte will already be stored in the dictionary so

entry store 9. The electronic document store 3 may also

Improve on the second embodiment in i&ms of mennory

effidency, because the size of the dictionary entry store

9 in the third emt)odtment Is limited by the size of the

electronic c£dionary 1 0, whereas the dictionary-access- 55

r^y document store 6 in the seooroi embodimwrt can
grow y/&y large If result files for many documents are

stored.

The nr^n advantage of the third embodiment, how-

20

ever, is that the electronic dictionary 10 does not have to

have embedded tags. Commercially available dectronic

dictionaries can be used in their existing form, greatly

increasing the number of dictionaries that can be
accessed.

FlGs. 28 to 30 illustrate a variation of the third

embodiment that does not create an unknown-word file

in the dictionary entry store 9.

Refen^ing to FIG. 28, upon encountering an
unknown word In step 401, the dictionary entry extractor

8 sets an unknown-word flag (step 406), then termi-

nates processing without creating any file in the diction-

ary entry store 9. Step 406 replaces steps 404 and 405
in FKj. 26. Steps 400, 401. 402. and 403 are the same
as in FIG. 26.

Refen'ing to FIG. 29, after having a word processed

by the didionary entry extractor 8 in step 510. the dic-

tionary linker 4 checks the unknown-word flag (step

512). If the unknown-word flag is set, the dictionary

linker 4 sk^js step 51 1 . and writes the word in the resutt

fye without attached tags. If the unknown-word flag Is

not set, the dictionary linker 4 executes both steps 51

1

and 506, as in FIG. 24. The other steps in FIG, 29 are

identical to the conresponding steps in FIG. 24. The
unknown-word flag Is deared each time the dictfonary

linker 4 activates the dictionary entry extractor 8,

although this is not explicitly shown in FIGs. 28 and 29.

FIG. 30 shows the result file output by the dictionary

linker 4 in this variation of the third embodiment when
the didionary mode button is seleded in FIG. 14 and
the word "vast" does not appear In the electronic diction-

ary 1 0. The first three lines and the fifth line In this result

file are the same as in FIG. 25, but the word "Vast"

appears by itself on the fourth line.

When this result file Is transferred to the dient

device 1. the user sees the display shown in FIG. 17. in

which the word 'Vast" is not underlined. As explained in

the first embodiment, this variation has the advantage of

warning the user In advance that the word car^not be
looked up.

Fourth Emtpodiment

Referring to FIG. 31 , the fourth embodiment has the

same dient device 1 . electronic document store 3. and

electronic dictionary 10 as the third embodinrfent, and a
generally similar linked document server 2, dictionary

linker 4, and dictionary entry extractor 8, but has no dic-

tionary entry store. The dictionary entry extractor 8
communicates directly with the linked document server

2. and does not convnunicate with the dictionary linker

4.

Referrii^ to FIG 32, the linked document server 2
In the fourth emtxxliment can receive two types of com-

mands: teg attachment commands and dctionary look-

up commands. The command processing Is modified

accordingly. After receivir^ infornr^on from the dient

device 1 in step 2O0, the linked document server 2 first

deterrnnes whether the recdved informatton is a com-

EP0810 534 A2
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mand (step 208). If the received information is not a

command, the linked document server 2 proceeds with

the processing already described in the first embodi-

ment (steps 202, 204, 205, and 206). If the received

information is a commarel, the linked document server 2 5
proceeds to st^ 201 to decide whether the command is

a tag attachment command.

If the command is a tag attachment command, the

linked document server 2 proceeds as described in the

first embodiment (steps 203 and 207). H the command 10

is not a tag attachment command, then the command is

a dictionary look-up command, which the linked docu-
ment server 2 processes by activating the dictionary

entry extractor 8 (step 209).

Refenring to FIG. 33, upon being activated by the is

linked document server 2, the dictionary linker 4 obtains

a copy of the relevant document file, creates a result file,

and performs a morphemic analysis as in the first and
third embodiments (steps 500, 501. and 502). For each
unprocessed word found in step 503, however, the die- 20

tionary linker 4 now attaches a dictionary look-up conv
mand tag and a doang tag (step 514). in place of the

hypertext reference tags that were attached in the pre-

ceding embodiments. The word and attached dictionary

look-up command tag and closing tag are then written in 25

the resuft file (step 506). This process continues until

dictionary look-up command tags have been attached

to all words in the document, at which point the result

file is output to the linked document server 2 (step 508)
and the processing of the dictionary linker 4 ends. 30

FIG. 34 shows an example of the result file output

by the dictionary linker 4 in the fourth embodiment for

the "Global Slogan" document in FIG. 14. Each diction-

ary look-up command begins with 7cgi-bin/pic_dic?"

The question mark is followed by the word to be looked 35

up, e g. "we- in the first line in FIG. 34. When the conv
mand is executed, the dictionary entry extractor 8 is

activated as a convnand processor, and the word fol-

lowing the question mark is passed to the dictionary

entry extractor 8 as a parameter. 40

FIG. 35 shows the processing carried out by the

dictionary entry extractor 8. Upon activation, the diction-

ary entry extractor 8 looks up the supplied word in the

electronic dictionary 10 (step 401). If this word is

defined in the electronic dictionary 10, the dictionary 45

entry extractor 8 extracts the entire dictionary entry for

the word (step 408). then outputs the entry to the linked

document server 2. If the word is not defined in the dic-

tionary, the dk;tk)nary entry extractor 8 pr^>ares an
unknown-word message (step 410). and outputs tNs so

m^sage to the linked document server 2 (st^ 409).

The content of the unknown-word message is. for

exanple. a Japanese sentence stating that the particu-

lar word is not found in the dictionary. In the course of

this processing, the dictionary entry extractor 8 may ere- 55

ate a temporary fQe to hold the dictionary entry or

unknown-word message.

Next, the overall c^ration of the fourth embodi-
ment will be descrit)ed. again focusing on the opera-

tions that take place when the dictionary mode button is

selected in FIG. 14.

Selection of the dictionary mode button sends the

same tag attachment command to the linked document
server 2 as in the preceding embodiments. The linked

document sender 2 activates the dictionary linker 4.

which quickly generates a result file by attaching diction-

ary k)ok-up command tags to all of the words in the doc-
ument, as illustrated in FIG. 34. This result file is

displayed at the client device 1 as shown in FIG. 15. alt

words being underlined to indicate the presence of

hypertext links.

If the user now selects the word "storehouses." for

example, the client device 1 sends the linked document
server 2 the attached dictionary look-up command "/cgi-

bin/pic_dic?storehouse." The linked document server 2
executes this command by activating the dictionary

entry extractor 8. passing the word "storehouse" to the

dictionary entry extracta 8 as a parameter. The dk:tion-

ary entry extractor 8 tooks up the word "storehouse" in

the electronic dictionary 10 and returns the dictionary

entry for this word, which is transferred to the client

device 1 and displayed as in FIG. 27.

tf the user selects a word such as "vast" which is not

defined in the electrons dictionary 10. the dictionary

entry extractor 8 creates a message such as "vast wa
jisho ni arimasen," in which Vast" is the und^ined word,

and "wa jisho ni arimasen" are Japanese words mean-
ing "is not in the dictionary" This message is returned to

the linked document server 2, transferred to the client

device 1 . and displayed.

To the user, the fourth en^xxliment appears to

operate much like the third embodiment, witii the slight

difference that the unknown-word message names the

word that could not be found in the dictionary In terms

of speed, the display in FIG. 15 is generated more
quickly than in the third embodiment, because no dic-

tionary look-up is required. When the user selects a
word in this display however, the definition (or unknown-
word message) is returned more slowly than in the third

embodiment, because the dictionary entry extractor 8
mist search for the word in the electronic dictionary 10.

Thus the third embodiment is advantageous for users

who look up a large number of words in a short docu-

ment while the fourth errtxxliment is advarUageous for

users who look up fewer words in a longer document
From the system's point of view, the fourth embodi-

ment has the advantage of requiring less memory
because there is no dictionary entry store, and the fur-

ther advantage that no time is spent in extracting words
that the user will not select for dictionary look-up. When
the same word is k>oked up repeatedly however, the

dictionary entry extractor 8 must be activated each time,

instead of only once as in the third embodiment

Rfth EmtKxliment

The fifth embodiment corrtxnes the advantages of

the third and fourth embodiments.

12
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Referring to FIG. 36, the fifth embodiment conv

prlses the same client device 1. electronic document

store 3, and electronic dictionary 1 0 as the third embod-
iment, and a generally similar linked document server 2.

dictionary linker 4, dictionary entry extractor 8. and die- $

tionary entry store 9. The interrelations among these

elements differ from the third embodiment in that the

dictionary entry extractor 8 communicates with the

linked document server 2 instead of with the dictionary

linker 4, and the dictionary linker 4 can access the die- jo

tionary entry store 9.

As in all of the preceding embodiments, the linked

document server 2 receives information from the client

device 1 and sends back documents retrieved from the

electronic document store 3. As in the third emt>odi- is

ment, the linked documoit server 2 can also obtain

result files from the dictionary linker 4 and dictionary

entries from the dictionary entry store 9, and send these

to the client device 1 . As in the fourth embodiment, the

linked document server 2 can activate both the diction- zo

ary linker 4 and dictionary entry extractor 8 in response

to commands received from the client device 1 , and can

obtain dictionary entries from the dictionary entry

extractor 8. These operations of the linked document
server 2 in the fifth enrtKxliment can be understood from 25

the prececfing embodiments, so further description will

be omitted.

The dictionary linker 4 is activated when the linked

document server 2 receives a tag attachnnent com-
mand. Refemng to FIG. 37. the dictionary linker 4 so

obtains a copy of the relevant document file, creates a

result file, performs a morphemic analysis, processes

the words in the document file one by one, and outputs

the result fOe when all words have been processed.

These steps (steps 500, 50 1 . 502. 503, and 508) are the 35

same as in the third and fourth emtxxliments, but the

processing of each word differs from the processing in

those embodiments.

When an unprocessed word is found in step 503.

the dictionary linker 4 first decides whether a dictionary 40

entry for that word is already stored in the dictionary

entry store 9 (step 516). H the dictionary entry of that

word is already stored in the dictionary entry store 9, the

dictionary linker 4 generates tacp linking the word to the

dictionary entry stored in the dictionary entry store 9 45

(step 511), and writes the word and these tags in the

result file (step 506). The lines written in the result file

when steps 51 6 and 51 1 are folkwed resemble the lines

written in the third embodiment, shown in FIG. 25.

If the dictionary entry of the word is not already so

stored in the dictionary entry store 9. the dictionary

linker 4 generates a dictionary look-up connmand tag

(step 514). and writes the word with this dictionary look-

up tag and a ck)sing tag in the result file (step 506). The
lines written in the result file when steps 516 and 514 55

are followed resemble the lines written in the fourth

embodiment, shown in FIG. 34.

FIG. 38 shows an example of the result file output

by the dfctionary linker 4 for a document beginning "We

draw on vast storehouses..." when dictionary entries for

the words Ve" and "on" have already been stored in the

dictionary entry store 9, and dictionary entries for the

words "draw," "vast" and -storehouses" have not been
stored. The meanings of the tags are the same as in the

third and fourth embodiments.

The dictionary entry extractor 8 is activated when
the linked document server 2 receives a dictionary look-

up command. As in the fourth embodiment, the diction-

ary entry extractor 8 receives a word as a command
parameter. Referring to FIG. 39. the dictionary entry

extractor 8 begins as in the fourth embodiment by deter-

mining whether the word is defined in the electronic dic-

tionary 10 (step 401). If the word is d^ined, the

dictionary entry extractor 8 extracts the dictionary entry

of the word from the electronic dictionary 10 and stores

a copy of this entry as a file in the dictionary entry store

9, as in the third entfxxJiment (step 402), then outputs

the entry to the linked document server 2 (step 409). If

the word is not defined, the dictionary entry extractor 8
creates an unknown-word message as in the fourth

embodiment (step 410), and outputs this message to

the linked document server 2 (step 409),

The overall operation of the tagged electronic dic-

tionary 5 can be understood from the description given

above and the descriptions of the preceding emt}odi-

ments. When the user selects the dictionary mode but-

ton, the cfictionary linker 4 generates a result file,

without perforn^ng any actual dictionary look-up. Words

are looked up in the electronic dictionary 1 0 one by one,

when their meanings are requested by the user, as in

the fourth embodiment. The dictionary entries are

saved in the dictionary entry store 9, however, as in the

third emtwdiment, so that the same word will not have to

be looked up in the electronic dictionary 10 again the

next time the definition of the word is requested.

The result file in the fifth emt)odiment is output more
qiAckly than in the third errixxJiment, because the elec-

tronic dictionary 10 is not accessed and no dictionary

entries are copied from the electronic dictionary 10 to

the dictionary entry store 9. Output of the result file is

not as f^t as in the fourth embodiment, however,

because the dictionary linker 4 nruist check the diction-

ary entry store 9 before generating each pair of tags.

The first time the definition of a word is requested,

the fifth embodiment returns the definitron at the same
speed as the fourth embodiment. The definition is not

returned as quickly as in the third embodiment because

a dictionary bok-up command must be executed.

When the definition of the same vword is requested

repeatedly, however, the fifth emtx>diment retrieves the

d^inition from the dictionary entry store 9. without exe-

cuting a cfictionary look-up comnrmnd. so the definition

is returned just as quickly as in the third enrdDodim^.

and faster than in the fourth embodiment

From the point of view of system eff»ency. the fifth

embodment has advantages over both the third and

fourth embodiments, in that words are never looked up
in the electronic dictionary 10 unnecessarily, the same

13
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word ts not looked up in the electronic cficttonary 10

more than once, and dictionary entries that no one
wants to see are not stored unnecessarily in the diction-

ary entry store a

Sixth Embodiment

The sixth embodiment also combines the advan-

tages of the third and fourth emtxxfiments.

Referring to FIG. 40. the sixth ennbodiment com-
prises the same client device 1. electronic document
store 3, dictionary entry store 9, and electronic diction-

ary 10 as the third err^odiment. the same dictionary

linker 4 as the fourth embodiment, and a linked docu-

ment server 2 and dictionary entry extractor 8 that are

generally similar to the con*esponding elements in the

fifth embodiment.

The only difference between the linked document
server 2 in the sixth emtxxJiment and the linked docu-

ment server 2 in the fifth embodiment is that the linked

document server 2 in the sixth embodiment does not

access the dictionary entry store 9 directly

Referring to FIG. 41. when activated by the linked

document server 2. the dictionary entry extractor 8
starts by checking whether a dictionary entry for the

word supplied by the linked document server 2 as a

command parameter is already stored in the dictionary

entry store 9 (step 400). This step is identical to the cor-

responding step in the third embodiment If the diction-

ary entry is already stored, the dictionary entry extractor

8 reads this dictionary entry from the dictionary entry

store 9 (step 412). and outputs the dictionary entry thus

read to the linked document server 2 (step 409).

If the dictionary enUy is not already stored in the

dictionary entry store 9. the dictionary entry extractor 8

proceeds as in tiie fifth ennbodiment to look up the word
in the electronic dictionary 10 (step 401), copy its dic-

tionary entry (if found) to the dictionary entry store 9
(step 402) or create an unknown-word nr^ssage (step

410), and output the dictionary entry or unknown-word
message to the linked document saver 2 (step 409).

Next the overall operation of the sixth embodiment
will be bri^ly described, starting from the point at which

the user selects the dictionary nxxle button, thereby

sending a tag attachment command to the linked docu-

ment server 2.

The linked document server 2 activates the diction-

ary linker 4. which attaches dictionary took-up com-
mand tags to all words in the document, as in the fourth

ennbodiment. The dictiorwy linker 4 operates according

to the flowctert in FIG. 33, producing a result file like the

one shown in FIG. 34. This file is sent to the client

device 1 and displayed as in FIG. 15,

If the user now selects, for exanrple. the word
"storehouses" on the dfeplay in FKl 15. the command
"cgi-bin/jpick.dkjTstorehouse* is sent to the linked docu-
ment server 2 and executed by the dictionary entry

extractor 8 according to the flowchart in FIG. 41. If the

dkrtionary entry for "storehouse" has already been

stored in the dictionary entry store 9, the dictionary

entry extractor 8 quickly returns the stored entry to the

linked document server 2. which sends it to the client

device 1 . If the dictionary entry for "storehouse" has not

5 already been stored in the dictionary entry store 9. the

dictionary entry extractor 8 obtains this entry from the

electrons dictionary 10, returns the obtained entry to

the linked document server 2, and also stores tNs entry

in the dictionary entry store 9 for possible futures use.

10 If the user selects a word that is not defined in the

electronic dictionary 10. the dictionary enfry extractor 8
creates a message stating that the selected word is not

in the dictionary, and returns this message instead of a
dictionary entry.

15 The sixth embodiment thus has the same advan-

tage as the fourtii emtx)diment in returning a result file

quickly, because the dictionary linker 4 attaches tags

without accessing either the dictionary entry store 9 or

the electronic dictionary 10. In tiiis regard, the sixth

20 embodiment is faster than the third and fifth emtxxii-

ments.

In returning the definitions of individual words, the

dictionary-access-ready document store 6 is generally

faster than the fourth embodiment if the word has been
25 looked up before, because the dtetionary entry can be

ottained from the dictionary entry store 9 instead of the

electronic dictionary 10, but slower than the fourth

embodiment if the word has not been looked up before,

because the dictionary entry must be searched for in

30 the dictionary entry store 9 before being obtained from

the electronic dk:tionary 10, and stored in the dictionary

entry store 9 after being obtained from the electronk;

dictionary 10. In both cases, the sixth embodiment is

slower than the fifth enrtlxxJiment When the word has
35 been looked up before, the sixth embodiment is also

slower tiian the fifth emt>odiment since the fifth embod-
iment does not require command executk)n in this case.

The sixth embodiment resembles the fifth emtxxli-

ment in that dictionary entries are not stored in the dic-

40 tionary entry store 9 until specifically requested by the

user, thereby avoiding the unnecessary storage of dk;-

tionary entries that no one wants to see.

Seventh Emtxxfiment

45

The seventh emtxxfiment cfifters from the preceding

embodiments by aftaching dictionary access informa-

tion to hypertext documents, as well as to otiier docu-

ments.

50 Referring to FIG. 42, the seventh emtxxfiment com-
prises the same client device 1 and electronk: document
store 3 as the first emtjodiment a generally similar

linked document server 2 and dictionary linker 4. an
electronk: cfictionary 15, and a menu generator 16.

55 The elecfronic dfctionary 15 comprises, for exam-
ple, a commercially available electronic dk:ticmry,

together with dicticmary access software equival&it to

the dtetionary entry extractor 8 in the fourth emtxxJi-

ment When the linked document server 2 issues a cfic-

14
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tionary look-up command and supplies a word as a

command parameter, the electronic dictionary 15

returns the dictionary entry for the supplied word. A sin-

gle dictionary entry can be returned, as illustrated in

FIG. 27. or the electronic dclionary 15 can return die- 5

tionary entries for the supplied word and several alpha-

betically adjacent words, as illustrated in FIG. 16. If the

supplied word is not defined in the electronic dictionary

15. the electronic dictior^ry 15 returns a message to

that effect. ,0

The linked document server 2 operates as shown in

FIG. 43. Upon receiving information from the client

device 1 (step 200). the linked document server 2 deter-

mines whether the information is a command or a file

desaiptor (step 208). If the information is a file descrrp- is

tor, the linked document server 2 gets the described

document file from the electronic document store 3

(step 202), attaches a dictionary mode button (step

205), and sends the document back to the client device

1. Differing from the linked document server 2 in the 20

previous embodiments, the linked document server 2 in

the seventh embodiment attaches a "Dictionary mode'
tag even if the document is a hypertext document, con-

taining links to other documents.

If the information received from the client device 1 is 25

a command, the linked document server 2 determines

w^hether the command is a tag attachment command or

a dictionary look-up command (step 201). If the com-
mand is a tag attachment command, the linked docu-

ment server 2 activates the dictionary linker 4 (step 30

203). then receives the result file output t>y the diction-

ary linker 4, adds an ordinary mode button to the result

file (step 207). and sends the result file back to the client

device 1 (step 206).

tf the command is a dictionary look-up command. 35

the linked document server 2 executes the commarxJ,

thereby activating the software that k>oks up words in

the electronic dictionary 15, and dDtaining the contents

of a dictionary entry, or an unknown-word message,

from the electronic dictionary 15 (step 210). TTie infer- 40

mation obtained from the elecbronic dictionary 1 5 is then

sent as a document to the client device 1 (step 206).

When activated by the linked document server 2,

the dictionary Hnker 4 operates as shown in FIG. 44.

After obtaining tiie relevant document fBe from Vne 45

linked document server 2 (step 500) and creating a

result file (step 501). the dictionary linker 4 performs a
morphemic analysis (step 502). If the document is a
hypertext document the morphemic analysis identifies

both character strings that represent words and charac- so

ter strings that represent tags in the document These
character strings are then processed one by one until

none are left (until a negative result is obtained in step

518) . at whk:h point the result fBe is output (step 508).

When an affinnative result is obtained in st^ 518. 55

indicating the presence of an unprocessed character

string in the document, the next step is to determine
whether the character string is a word or a tag (step

519) . If tfte character strirrg is not a tag, i.a if the char-

acter string is a word, the dictionary linker 4 generates a
dictionary k>ok-up command tag for the character string

(step 520). For the character string "Corporate," tiie

generated tag is. for example. (A HREF = 7cgi-

bin/!ook_up?corporate"). In this tag, 7ogl-bin/look_up"

is the command that activates the dictionary access
software in the electronic dictionary 15, and "corporate"*

is the word to be looked up, which is passed to the elec-

tronic dictionary 15 as a command parameter. The dic-

tionary linker 4 also generates a closing tag ( (/A )). Next,

the dictionary linker 4 flags the character string (the

word "Corporate" in the example above) as having been
processed (step 521). and writes the generated tags

and the character string in the result file (step 506).

If the character string is a tag, giving an affirmative

result in step 519. the dictionary linker 4 proceeds to

deterrrtne whether the tag rs a link tag, that is. an open-

ing tag specifying a hypertext reference to another doc-

ument (step 522). If the tag is not a link tag. tiie

dictionary linker 4 sinply flags the tag character staging

as having been processed (step 52 1 ) and writes the tag

character string in the result file (step 506). If tiie tag is

a link tag, however, the dictionary linker 4 activates the

menu generator 16 (step 523). then writes the informa-

tion returned by the menu generator 16 in the result file

(step 506).

When activated by the dictionary linker 4, the menu
generator 1 6 receives a pointer to the opening tag found

by the dictionary linker 4 to be a link tag. Referring to

FIG. 45, the menu generator 16 begins by generating a

menu-opening command tag that makes the hypertext

reference specified in the link tag into the default menu
selection, and specifies dictionary look-14) for the other

selections (step 600). An example will t>e shown later.

The menu generator 16 writes the memj-opening com-

rrrand tag into a temporary file that will be passed back

to the dictionary linker 4, then flags the opening tag as

having been processed (step 601).

The menu generator 16 then examines tiie next

character sft-ing following the opening tag, and deter-

mines whether this character sti^ing is the dosing tag of

the link (step 602). If the character string ts not the cfos-

ing tag, the menu generator 16 determines whether the

character string is any type of tag (step 603). If the char-

acter string is not a tag, i.a if the character string is a

word, the menu generator 16 stores the character string

in a buffer, also writes the dk;tionary form of the charac-

ter sti-ing as an option line in the temporary file to be

passed back to the dictionary linker 4 (step 604), and

flags the character string as having been processed

(step 605). If the character sti^ing is a tag. the dictionary

linker 4 writes tiie character string into the tortporary file

(step 606) and flags the character string as having been

processed (step 605). After step 605, the menu genera-

tor 16 returns to step 602 to proc^ the next character

string.

When the dosing tag is encountered in step 602,

the menu generator 16 flags this tag as having been

processed (step 607), then writes tfte contents of the
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abcve-mentioned buffer as a selected-option line,

desaibing the default option, in the tenporary fie (step

608). adds a menu dosing tag. and passes the tempo-

rary file to the dictionary linker 4 (step 609).

Next, the overall operation of the seventh errixxfi- 5

ment will be desat>ed in relation to the 'Corporate

Guidance" hypertert document shown earlier The fie

desaiptor of this document wiD be assumed to be the

word "guidance
*

When the user enters "guidar»ce' on the screen ic

shown in FIG. 12. for exanrple. the linked document
server 2 obtains the "Corporate Guidance' file from the

electronic document store 3. adds a dictionary mode
button, and serxfe the resulting documem to the client

device l in the form shown in FIG. 46. The first line 22 is is

the tine added by the linked document server 2. com-
prising an opening tag containing the "/cgi-

bin/into_the_dic" command, then the words "Dictionary

mode.' then a dosing tag. The other lines contain the

body of the docunDenl including tormatting tags and link 2c

tags. l=or example, the link tag (A HREF = "n^essage' > is

a hypertext reference to a document having the fie

desaiptor 'n>essage" and containing a presidential

message. The dient device l displays the document as
shown in FIG. 47. p*

If the user selects the dictionary mode button in

FIG. 46. the linked document server 2 receives and exe-

cutes the '/cgi-binTtntojhe.dic' command, thereby acti-

vating the dictionary linker 4. which in turn activates the

menu generator 16 The dictionary hnker 4 and menu 3c

generator 1 6 together generate a result fie with the con-

tents 34 shown in FK3. 48

The first line in the result file contents 34 conprises

the tag ( A HREF = "/cgi-binflook_up?cofpofate">

desait>ed above, followed by the word "Corpaate" and 3£

a dosing tag (</A>). This is followed by a similar line for

the word *Guidarx».' After a pair of formatting tags,

there then appears a menu-opening command tag gen-

erated by the menu generator 16 from the tag <A HREF
= "message"). 4o

The word SELECT identifies this comnrand tag as a

menu-opening tag. The name of the menu is given as
"selectl.- Artxtrary names such as "selectl." "select2."

and so on can be assigned. Next. 'onFocus » ref(nr>es-

sage)" indicates that the default menu selection is a 4s

hypertext refererx;e to a document with the file descrip-

tor "message/ The following 'onChange = look-

dic(optkxi)" indicates that if the user changes the menu
selection from the default selection, the menu option

selected by the user is to be looked up in the electronic sc

dictionary 15. Specificatty. Tookdic" is a function exe-

cuted by the cKenl device 1. and the word "option" indi-

cates that a selected option is to be sifjplied as an
argument of the function.

The next four tines are option lines written by the 55

menu generator 16. conrprrsing the ctctionary forms of

the words "Message." "from." the." and "President."

each preceded by an <OPTON > tag and folk>wed by the

notation "(die)." indicatoig that tNs option selects the

30

dictionary entry of the given word.

These lines are fdkjwed by a VSELECT ) tag. which
is a ctosing tag indicating the end of the "seledl" menu.
The result file continues with similar menus for "Gtobal

Slogan" and "OKI Electric at a Glance,"

The linked document server 2 adds an ordinary

mode button to this result file by adding an initial line 35
giving "guidance* as a hypertext reference, and sends
the resulting docunr>ent to the dierrt device 1 . The dient

device 1 displays the received document as shown in

FIG 49. The uiderlines under the words "Corporate"

and "Giidance" indicate that these words can be looked

up in the dictionary The three items "Message from the

President" "Global Sksgan." and "OKI Electric at a
Glance" are presented as buttons that call forth menus.

H the user selects the word "Corporate" with the

pointing devk;e. the linked document server 2 receives

and executes the command /ogi-t)in/»ook_up?oorpo-

rate." causirig the electronic dictionary 15 to return the

dictionary entry for this word. The user then sees a c4s-

ptey similar to FIG. 16 or 27. except that the Japanese
definition of "corporate" is given instead of the definition

of 'storehouse.'

H the user selects the 'Message from the Presi-

dent" button, ha^^ever. the lags and other information

shown in FIG. 48 cause the dient device 1 to display a
menu beside the selected button, as shown in FIG. 50.

The top line "Message from the President" in this menu
is highlighted to indicate that this is the defaUt selection

If the user chooses this selection, by pressing a button

on the pointing device, fa example, the fie descriptor

'message' will be sent to the linked docun^ent server 2.

which will return the corresponding document, and the

user will t>e able to read a presidential message, as if he
had selected Message from the President" on the dis-

play in FIG. 47.

If the user wants to know the Japanese meaning of

the word "message." he can use the pointing device to

diange the nr>enu selection as shown in FIG. 51. When
this menu item is selected, the client device 1 executes

the Tookdic" function shown in FIG. 48 with the word

"message" as an argument This functk)n generates

and sends to the linked docunr>ent server 2 a "/cgi-

t)iniook_dic?messag€" command By executing this

command, tfie linked documerrt servei 2 obtains the dic-

tionary entry for "message" from the electronic dictiorv

ary 1 5. and sends tfiis dictionary entry back to the dient

device i . The user then sees tt>e Japanese definition of

"message."

The seventh embodiment is similar to the fourth

embodiment in ttiat dictionary entries are kx)ked up
when specifically requested, instead of when the dic-

tionary mode button is selected, and in that the diction-

ary entries and result file are not stored. By using

menus as desaibed abcve. however, the seventh

embodment is atsle to prc^e dictionary access from

hypertext documents as wed as from other documents.

¥vhich is a considerable benefit for the user.

As a variation of the seventh embodimem. nr»enu-

EP0810 534 A2
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opening tags and option tags like the ones shown in

FIG. 48 can be placed in the document files stored in

the electronic document store 3, thereby providing the

user with quicker dictionary access to the words
appearing in hypertext links. This feature helps users to 5
move from one hypertextdocument to another when the

documents are in a foreign language. When the user

reaches a document he wants to read more thoroughly,

he can select the dictionary mode button on the docu-
ment to have dictionary look-up command tags added w
to all words in the document. In this variation, the menu
generator 16 is used to generate the menu-tagged doc-

uments stored in the electronic document store 3.

Eiohth Embodiment is

The eighth embodiment also provides dictionary

access from hypertext documents, but does so by
removing the hypertext links to other documents in the

dictionary-access wodB, 20

Refening to FIG. 52. the eighth embodiment com-
prises the same client device 1, electronic document
store 3. and electronic dictionary 15 as the seventh

embodiment, a generally similar linked document server

2 and dictionary linker 4. and a link remover 1 7. The link 25

renrwer 17 communicates with both the linked docu-
ment sender 2 and the dictionary linker 4.

The linked document server 2 in tiie eighth embod-
iment differs from the linked document server 2 in the

seventh embodiment in the following regard: upon 30

receiving a tag attachment command, instead of activat-

ing the dictionary linker 4, the Gnked document server 2
activates the link remover 17. The link remover 17 sub-

sequently activates the dictk)nary linker 4. and the

linked document server 2 obtains a result file from the 35

dkrtionary linker 4 as in the severrth embodiment.
When activated by the linked document server 2,

the link remover 17 operates as shown in FIG. 53. The
link remover 17 first obtains a copy of the document for

which the tag attachment command was issued, by hav- 40

ing tile linked document server 2 transfer the relevant

document file from tiie electronic document store 3
(st^ 700). Next, the link remover 17 determines
whether this document is a hypertext docuntent (step

701). 45

If the document is a hypertext document, the link

renover 17 opens a temporary f8e (step 702). then

starts reading character strings from the top of tiie doc-
ument, cartinuing as long as any character strings

remain to be read (step 703). While reading character so

strings, the link remover 17 looks for a character string

that is the opening or closing tag of a hypertext link to

another file (step 704). When such a tag is read, the
character string constituting the tag is discarded, and
processing reiums to step 703. Other character strings 55

are written in the temporary file (step 705). after which
processing returns to step 703.

When ail character strings have been processed in

this way. the temporary file cor^^ of the entire con-

tents of the hypertext document except for the hyper-
text links. The dictionary linker 4 is then activated, and
the temporary file is passed to the dictionary linker 4
(step 706).

If tiie document is found not to be a hypertext docu-
ment in step 701 , the document is passed without alter-

ation to the drctionary linker 4 (step 706).

Upon receiving a .temporary file or unaltered docu-
ment from the link remover 17. the dictionary linker 4
operates essentially as in the fourth embodiment, fol-

lowing the flowchart in FIG. 33. The only differences

between the dictionary linkers 4 in the fourth embodi-
ment and eighth embodiment are that the dictionary

linker 4 in the eightii embodiment receives the docu-
ment file from the link remover 17 instead of from the

linked document server 2 in step 500. and the dictionary

look-up command tags generated in step 514 invoke tiie

electronic dictionary 15, instead of the dictiorary entry

extractor. After generating such command tags for all

words and writing the words and command tags in the

result file, the dictionary linker 4 passes the result file to

the linked document server 2.

Next, the overall operation of the eighth embodi-
ment will be described, again in relation to the "Corpo-
rate Giidance" hypertext document.

When the user retrieves this document, the linked

docunmnt server 2 attaches a dictionary mode button

as in the seventh embodiment, and the user sees the

display shown in FIG. 47. If the user selects the diction-

ary mode button, the link remover 17 obtains a copy of

tine "Corporate Guidarnce** document from the linked

document server 2 and removes the hypertext links.

Tags such as the <A HREF = "message") and (/A >

shown in FIG. 46 are removed, for example. The diction-

ary linker 4 next inserts dictionary look-up command
tags. For exanple, the tags <A HREF = "/cgi-

bin/look_up?corporate") and </A) are inserted before

and after the word "Corporate." and (A HREF = 7cgi-

bin/look_up?message") and (/A) are inserted before

and after the word "Message." As a result, the user sees
tfie display in FIG. 54. in which each individual word in

the "Corporate Guidance" document is underlined to

indicate that the word can be tooked up in the electronk;

dictionary 15.

The user can look up words by selecting them on
the display in FIG. 54 with the pointing devica When all

necessary words have been looked up. the user can
select the ordinary mode Uitton to return to the display

in FIG. 47. Rom FIG. 47. the user can retrieve other

documents by selecting the underlined items vnth tiie

pointing device.

Compared with the seventh embodiment, the eighth

ennbocfiment is more convenient for the user to operate,

in that dictionary definitions can be obtained without

gang through a menu selection process. The eightii

embodiment is less convergent, however, in that the

user cannot proceed (^rec^ from the display in FIG. 54
10 another linked document
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Ninth Embodiment

The ninth ennbodinr^nt attaches dictionary access

information only to selected words in a non-hypertext

document, instead of attaching such information to ail

words.

Referring to FIG. 55, the ninth embodiment com-
prises the same client device 1, electronic document

store 3. and electronic dictionary 15 as the eighth

embodiment, a generally similar linked document server

2 and dictionary linker 4, and a dictionary access tabu-

lator 18, which is coupled to the linked document server

2 and dictionary linker 4. The dictionary access tabula-

tor 1 8 keeps records indicating the frequency with which

dictionary definitions of different words are requested,

obtaining this information from the linked document

server 2. and supplies this information on request to the

dictionary linker 4.

The linked document server 2. dictionary linker 4,

and dictionary access tabulator 18 may all reside in the

same computer system or workstation, for example, or

they may reside in two or more separate systems. The
functions of the dictionary access tabulator 1 8 may also

be built into the electronic dictionary 15, in which case a

separate dictionary access tabulator 18 is unnecessary.

The linked document server 2 in the ninth en^jodi-

ment operates as shown in FIG. 56. When the linked

document sen/er 2 receives a file descriptor, it obtains

the requested document and attaches a dictionary

mode txjtton if the document is not a hypertext docu-

ment (steps 200, 208. 202. 204, and 205). When the

linked document server 2 receives a tag attachment

commard. it activates the dictionary linker 4, and

attaches an ordinary nmxJe button to the result file out-

put by the dictionary linker 4 (steps 200, 208, 201 , 203,

and 207). These steps are identical to the correspond-

ing steps performed by the linked document server 2 in

the fourth embodiment, shown in FIG. 32.

When the finked document server 2 receives a dic-

tionary look-up cctfnmand, it executes the command
(step 210) as in the eighth enrtxjdiment. obtaining the

dictionary entry for the requested word from the elec-

tronk; dictk>nary 1 5. or an unknown-word message if the

word is not in the dtetionary In additbn, the linked doc-

ument sender 2 passes the word to the dictionary

access tabulator 18 (step 21 1).

After step 205, 207. or 211, the linked document
server 2 sends the document or dictionary entry

obtained from the at>ove processing to the dient device

1 (step 206).

When activated by the linked document server 2,

the dictionary linker 4 operates as shown in FIG. 57. As
in the first embodim^ after obtaining a copy of the

document to be tagged (st^ 500), creating a result file

(st^ 501), and performing a morphemic analysts (step

502), the dictionary linker 4 processes words one by

one until no unprocessed words remain (giving a nega-

tive result in step 503). then outputs the result file to the

finked docunrent server 2 (step 508).

When an affirmative result is obtained in step 503,

indicating the presence of an unprocessed word, the

dictionary linker 4 sends the word to the dictionary

access tabulator 18 together with a command asking

5 the dictranary access tabulator 18 to indicate the

number of times the word has been looked up in the

past, receives this information from the dictionary

access tatxjiator 18, and decides whether to attach dic-

tionary access information to the word (step 525). This

10 decision can be made, for example, according to a
threshold: dictionary access information is attached to

words that have been fooked up at most N times in the

past, and is not attached to words that have been
looked up more than N times in the past, where N is a

15 non-negative integer. The threshold value N may vary

according to the part of speech. For exanple, the value

of N couW be set equal to zero for articles, conjunctions,

pronouns, and prepositions, and to ten for nouns, verbs,

adjectives, and adverbs. In this case, the dictionary

20 linker 4 will stop attaching dictionary access information

to articles, corijunctkxis, pronouns, and prepositions

after these words have been fooked up once, txit will

continue attaching dictionary access information to

nouns. vert)s. adjectives, and adverbs until these words

25 have been looked up eleven times.

When the dictionary linker 4 decides in step 525 to

attach dictionary access inforntation to a word, it gener-

ates a dictionary look-up command tag and a corre-

sponding closing tag (step 520). and writes the word

30 and these tags in the result file (step 506). When the

dictionary linker 4 decides not to attach dictionary

access information, step 520 is skipped, and only the

word is written in the result file in st^ 506. After step

506. the dictionary linker 4 returns to step 503 to proc-

35 ess the next word.

Next, the operation of the dictionary access tabula-

tor 18 will be described witii reference to FIGs. 58, 59,

and 60.

The dictionary access tabulator 18 maintains a
40 table of word look-up records as illustrated in FIG. 58.

Each record comprises a word and tiie number of times

the word has been sent to the dictionary access tabula-

tor 18 from the linked document server 2; that is. the

number of times the linked document server 2 has

45 received a dk:tionary look-up commarKf for the word.

This numba- of times will be referred to as the look-up

count. The table in FIG. 58 indicates that the word Ve"
has been looked up once, for example, and the word

"draw- three times.

so When supplied with a word by the linked document

server 2, the dictionary access tabulator 18 operates as

shown in FIG. 59. First, the dk;tionary access tabulator

18 detern^nes whether the word is a new word, mean-

ing a word that does not already appear in the tat>le of

55 word look-up counts (st^ 800). If the supplied word

already appears, the dictionary access tatxilator 18

inaements its look-count by one (step 801). tf the sup-

plied word does not already a^^ear. the dictionary

access tabulator 18 creates a new record in the table of

18
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word look-up counts, listing the supplied word with a
look-up count of one (step 802).

When supplied with a word by the dictionary finker

4. the dictionary access tabulator 18 operates as shown
in FIG. 60. First, the dictionary access tabulator 18 5

determines whether the wc^ appears in the table of

word look-up counts (step 804). If the supplied word
appears, the dictionary access tabulator 18 returns its

look-up count to the dictionary linker 4 (step 805). If the

word does not appear, the dictionary access tabulator io

18 returns a look-up count of zero to the dictionary

linker 4 (st^ 806).

Next, the overall operation of the ninth emtKxliment

wilt be deserved.

Starting from the initial screen shown in FIG. 12, if is

the user enters the file desaiptor of the "Corporate

Guidance" document, then selects the hypertext link to

the "Global Slogan" document he will see first the dis-

play in FIG. 13 (without a dictionary mode button,

because the "Corporate Guidance" document is a 20

hypertext document), then the display in FIG. 14 (with a
dictionary mode button, because the "Global Slogan"

document is not a hypertext document).

If the user selects the dictionary mode button on the

display in FIG. 14, the linked document server 2 acti- 25

vates the dictionary linker 4, which generates a result

file according to the look-up counts maintained by the

dictionary access tabulator 18. The linked document
server 2 adds an ordinary mode button, and sends this

file back to the client device 1 . 30

FIG. 61 shows an example of the result file returned

by the linked document server 2 to the client device 1

when the word look-up count table has the contents

shown in FIG. 58, and the threshold values of zero and
ten are used as described above. The first line in FIG. 35

61 is the ordinary mode button added by the linked doc-

ument server 2. The next line contains only the word

"We," because the look-up count (one) for this word
exceeds the threshold value (zero) for pronouns. The
next line contains the word "draw" together with a die- 40

tionary look-up comnwid tag and closing tag. because
the k)ok-up count (three) for this word does not exceed

the threshold value (ten) for verbs. Other lines are gen-

erated similarly by the dictionary linker 4. The client

device 1 displays this result file as shown in FIG. 62. 45

The user can now look up the underlined words in

FIG. 62 by selecting them with the pointing device. If the

user selects the word "storehouses." for exannple. he
will obtain a Japanese d^inrtion as shown in FIG. 16 or

27. If the user selects the word "We." however, no defi- so

nition will be returned and the display in FIG. 62 wiD

remain unchanged, because no dictionary access tag is

attached to this word.

By not underlining words that the user has alreaJy

looked up a certain rajmber of times, the system 55

reminds the user that he (presumably) already knows
these words. More significantly, as the use- looks up
more and more words, the anx)unt of tag attachment

processing that nrujst be carried out by the dictionary

linker 4 gradually deaeases, and the system's

response to selection of the dictionary mode Ixitton

becomes faster.

Next, a variation of the ninth embodiment will be
descrtoed. In this variation, the dictionary linker 4
attaches dictionary access information to all words in

the document, regardless of their fook-up counts, but

also attaches tags that vary the way in which each word
is displayed, depending on the look-up count of the

word. For example, words that have not been kx)ked up
before can be displayed in the color blue, words that

have been looked up from one to five times in the color

green, and words that have been looked up rmre than

five times in the color red.

FIG. 63 shows a hypothetical result file generated

by the dictionary linker 4 in this case. The tag (FONT =

BLUE) in the first line indicates that the words between
this tag and the following closing tag (/FONT) are to be
displayed in the color blue. The word "We" is accord-

ingly displayed in blue. Green and red are specified sinrv

ilarly In this case the color red informs the user that the

word "vast" has been looked at least six times in the

past, suggesting that this might be a word worth learn-

ing. The display cotors thus provide the user with infor-

mation that can help the user to decide which words to

lookup.

Instead of changing the colors in which the words
are displayed, the dictionary linker 4 can indicate look-

up counts in various other ways. For example, the colors

of the underiines below the words can be altered, or

italic and bold fonts can be used.

Tenth Emttodiment

The tenth embodiment adds a learning function to

the ninth embodiment. The tenth embodiment keeps
track of both the number of times a word is tagged for

dictionary access and the nunrt>er of times the word has

been looked up, and stops tagging words that have

been frequentiy tagged but rarely locked up.

Refening to FIG. 64. the tenth embodiment com-
prises the same client device 1 , linked document server

2, electronic document store 3. electironic dictionary 15,

and dictionary access tatwlator 18 as the ninth embod-
iment, and a generally similar dictionary linker 4. The
tenth embodiment also conprises a tag tabulator 19,

which is linked to the dictionary linker 4, and a ratio cal-

culator 20, which is linked to the dictionary linker 4. dic-

tionary access tabulator 18. and tag tabulator 19.

The dictionary linker 4 in the tenth embodiment

operates like the dictionary linker 4 in the ninth embodi-

ment, but with two differences. Referring to FIG. 65, one
difference is that the dictionary linker 4 in the tenth

embodiment decides whether to attach dictionary

access infornnation to each word on the basis of a tag

count and look-up ratio supplied from the ratio calcula-

tor 20 (step 527). instead of on the basis of a look-up

count supplied from the dictionary access tabulator 18.

The tag count indicates the number of times the word.

19
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or a word with the same dictionary form, has been
tagged in the past. The look-up ratio indicates what pro-

portion of those times have resulted in actual look-up of

the word by the user

Specffically. the dictionary linker 4 compares the

tag count with a first threshold value and the look-up

ratio with a second threshoW value. If the tag count is

equal to or less than the first threshold value, or the

look-up ratio is greater than the second threshold, the

dictionary linker 4 deckles to attach dictionary access

information. If the tag count is greater than the first

threshold value and the look-up ratio is equal to or less

than the second threshoW value, the dictionary linker 4

decides not to attach dictionary access information. For

example, the dictionary linker 4 can decide to attach dic-

tionary access infornBtion unless the word has been
tagged more than five times already, but has not been
looked up nrwe than three-tenths of the time.

The other difference is that when the dictionary

linker 4 decides to attach drctionary access information,

after generating the necessary tags in step 520. the dic-

tionary linker 4 passes the dictionary form of the word
being tagged to the tag tabulator 19 (step 528).

The other steps shown in FIG. 65 are identical to

the con-esponding steps performed by the dictionary

linker 4 in the ninth embodinrient. shown in FIG. 57» so a
step-by-step description will be omitted.

the operation of tiie tag tabulator 19 is analogous

to the operation of the dictionary access talxilator 18,

described in the ninth embodiment, so explanatory

drawings will be omitted. The tag tabulator 19 maintains

a table of records indicating the number of times the dic-

tionary linker 4 has attached dictionary access informa-

tion to different words. The table is similar to the table of

look-up counts shown in FIG. 58. except that the values

indicate tag counts instead of look-up counts. When
sent a word by the dictionary linker 4. the tag tabulator

19 searches for the word in the table of tag counts,

increments the tag count of the word if the word already

appears in the table, and enters the word in a new
record with a tag count of one if the word does not

appear. When sent a word by the ratio calculator 20, the

tag tabulator 19 returns the tag count of the word if the

word appears in the tatrfe. and returns a tag count of

zero of the word does not appear.

FIG. 66 illusti-ates the operation of the ratio calcula-

tor 20 when supfrfied with a word from the dk;tionary

linker 4. Ttie ratio calculator 20 begins by sending this

word to the tag tabulator 19. recaving the tag count of

the word, and deciding whether the tag count is zero

(step 900). If the tag count is not zero, the ratio calcula-

tor 20 sends the word to the dictionary access tabulator

18 and receives the look-up count of the word (step

901). The kx)k-up count is then divided by the tag count

to obtain the look-up ratio (step 902). The look-up ratio

is a numb» between zero and one, incluslva For exam-
ple, if a word has t»een tagged five times and never

looked up. its look-up ratio is zera If the word has been
tagged five times and tooked up five times, its kx)k-up

ratio is one.

If the word has been looked up more often than
tagged, whrch may occur if a user looks up a word
repeatedly in tiie same place in the same document, the

5 look-up ratio is arbitrarily set to one. The kx)k-up ratio is

also set to one if the tag count is zero (step 903). After

step 902 or step 903. the ratio calculator 20 sends both
ttie tag count and the look-up ratio to the dictionary

linker 4 (step 904).

10 The overall operation of the tenth embodiment is

similar to ttie overall operation of the ninth embodiment,
but more responsive to ttie user's look-up behavior. If

the user does not look up a word even though the word
is tagged r^eatedly presumably because the user

15 already knows tiie word, ttie system will stop tagging

the word as soon as its tag count passes ttie first thresh-

old value. If the user looks the word up a few times, ttien

stops looking it up. presumably because he has learned

ttie meaning of the word, ttie system will again stop tag-

20 ging the word, as soon as ttie tag count exceeds the frst

ttireshold value and the look-up ratio falls to the second
threshoW value. » the user keeps looking the word up
from time to time, however, the system wilt continue to

tag ttie word as long as ttie look-up ratio remains above
25 ttie second threshold value.

As a variation of ttie tenth enixxliment ttie diction-

ary access tabulator 18 and tag tabulator 19 can be
adapted to clear ttie tables of look-up counts and dic-

tionary access tag counts periodically, thereby re-initial

-

30 izing botti tables to an empty slate. The reason for doing

so is that if ttie tables are not cleared, ttien once the dic-

tionary linker 4 decides not to tag a given word, it is

likely to continue deciding not to tag ttiat word indefi-

nitely, even if in ttie meantime the user forgets ttie

35 meaning of the word and would like to look it again.

Alternatively, the tentti embodiment can be adapted
to dear ttie look-up and tag counts of individual words
thai have not been looked up for a certain period of time

to zero, or to adjust the tag count to a value that makes
40 ttie look-up ratio greater ttian the second ttireshoW

value, so ttiat ttie word can be tagged again when it

appears in a document. H ttie user still does not look ttie

word up. ttie intervals at which ttie look-up and tag

counts are cleared or adjusted can be gradually length-

45 ened.

The tentti embodiment can also be adapted to dis-

play tagged worcte in different colors according to ttieir

fook-up ratros, or ottiennnse alter ttie display of ttie

words to indicate how frequentiy they have been looked

50 up. as in the variation of the nintfi embodiment
described above.

When ttie ninth emtKXflment or tenth entitxximent

is practiced in a system that serves multiple users, the

dictionary access tabulator 18 and tag tabulator 19 can
55 be adapted to nrraintain separate tat>les for each i^er, so

ttiat the words made available for dictionary look-up by
one user wiD not be affected by the past fook-up behav-

ior of other users. This feature can easily be imple-

mented in systems that require a user to present a user

20
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name or other identifying infornnation when accessing

the system.

Atternatively. a single table of look-up counts and a

single table of tag counts can be n^intained for all

users. In this case, in deciding which words to tag for a s

given user, the system can make use of information

gained from the look-up behavior of other users. For

example, the system can quickly learn to omit the tag-

ging of the English articles ("a," "an," and "IheT and

other common words that everyone knows. i

o

As a further variation, the invented document dis-

play system can maintain a fixed list of words that are

not to be tagged, in place of the tables of look-up counts

and tag counts. More generally, the system can main-

tain a table of conditions specifying how incfividual is

words are to be tagged for dictionary access, and how
these words are to be displayed. The system may have

various specialized dictionaries, for example, and may
be adapted to tag specialized terminology for access to

the appropriate specialized dk:tionary, using different 2o

colors to indicate to the user that the tags lead to differ-

ent dictionaries.

The embodiments described above do not exhaust

the ways in which the invention can be practiced. The

features of different embodiments can be combined to 25

obtain new embodiments. For example, the second and

third embodiments can be combined, and many other

combinations are possible.

Needless to say, the invention is not limited to giving

Japanese definitions of English words. D^inrtions of 30

words in any language can be given in any other lan-

guage. Ddinitions of words can also be given in the

same language as the words themselves.

The electronic dictionaries employed in the inven-

tion are not limited to dictionaries that sinpty give words 35

and their definitions. The dictionary entries may also

indicate the pronunciation of the word, possibly by

means of synthesized speech, in whk:h case the client

device 1 should be equipped with facilities for audio out-

put. Dictionary entries may also be illustrated with pic- 40

tures. in which case the client device 1 should be
adapted to display such pictures. Dictionaries that give,

for example, short biographies of famous people, may
also be used, in addition to dictionaries giving the

meanings of words. 45

When the inventfon is practiced using a plurality of

electronic dictiorraries, various rr>eans can be used to

select a particular dictionary One known method
assigns certain key words to each dictionary, and
selects the dictionary having the most key words in the so

document for wftich the dictionary mode button was
pressed. Another possible method is to select the dic-

tionary on the basis of the contents of tags appearing in

the document. Thus a tag indicating an author's name
could be i^ed to s^ect a biographical dictionary. 55

The description of the present invention has

ref^ed to words as being defined in an electronic dic-

tionary. The tenm "defined" should be interpreted

broadly enough to include the desaipttons given in bio-

graphical dictionaries and other such dictionaries.

The ordinary mode button and dictionary mode but-

ton do not have to be displayed in the positions shown
in the drawings, and do not have to be added by the

linked document server 2. For example, the dient

device 1 can be adapted to display these txjttons beside

the "Fonrard" and "Back" and other buttons at the top of

the screen. The ordinary mode button and dictionary

mode button can be displayed as underlined words, as

shown in the drawings, or they can be made to resem-

ble physical buttons, or they can be displayed as icons

or any other recogiizable control items.

TTie ordinary mode button can be omrtled. The user

can return to the ordinary mode by selecting the "Back"

button.

As noted earlier, the invention can be practiced in a

computer communication network in which there are

multiple client devices, multiple linked document serv-

ers, and multiple electronic document stores located at

different sites. In this case, a linked document server

can attach dictionary mode buttons to documents

retrieved from other sites, enabling words in a document

to be looked up regardless of the location from which

the document is obtained.

The invention can also be practiced in a system that

is not networked, or a system in which documents are

not linked to one another by hypertext references. For

example, the invention can be used to enable words in

arbitrary text fdes to be looked up. by adding dictionary

look-up commands or pointers to those files. These
commands or pointers need not be contained in hyper-

text tags, but can be embedded in other forms, such as

attribute infonmation.

The cSctionary entries returned to the client device

do not have to give both the accessed word and its def-

inition, as shown in the drawings. The definition alone

can be given.

The invention can also be adapted to generate a

result file with embedded dictionary access infornration

automatically when a document is first retrieved, so that

the user does not have to select the dictionary mode
button each time he needs to look up a word. For exam-

ple, the client de^ce can be adapted to send a tag

attachment command to the linked document server

together with the file descriptor of each document to be

retrieved.

Those skilled in the art will recognized that further

modifications are possible within the scope claimed

below.

Clainis

1 . A method of displaying an electronic document to a

i^er on a device enat)Sng the user to select items

such as character strings in the electronic docu-

ment, comprising the steps of:

attaching dkrtionary access information to

character strings in said electronic document:
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displaying said electronic document with said

dictionary access information attached, said

character strings being visibly marked to indi-

cate presence of said dictionary access infer-

nation without displaying said dictionary 5

access information itself; and

displaying an entry from an electronic diction-

ary (5, 10. 15), if the user selects a character

string to which said dictionary access informa-

tion is attached, said entry defining said char- 10

acter string.

2. The method of claim 1 , comprising the further steps

of:

15

adding to said electronic document a control

item enabling the user to select a dictionary-

access mode; and

displaying said electronic document with said

control item, but without said dictionary access 20

information attached; wherein

said steps of attaching dictionary

access information and displaying said elec-

tronic document with said dictionary access

information attached are canied out when the 25

user selects said dctionary-aocess mode.

3. The method of claim 2. conprising the further steps

of:

30

Storing said electronic document with said dic-

tionary access information attached in a dic-

tionary-access-ready document store (6); and

retrieving said electronic document with said

dictionary access information attached from 35

said dictionary-access-ready document store if

said dictionary-access mode is selected again.

4. The method of claim 1 , wher«n said electronic dic-

tionary (5) conprises hypertext link information 40

enabling entries in said electronic dictionary to be
indivicfcjally retrieved by hypertext links from other

doc^eits. and said dictionary access information

comprises hypertext links pointing to said entries in

said electronic dictionary. 45

5. The method of claim 1. wherein said dicticwiary

access information oonprises commands for look-

ing up said character strings in said electronic dic-

tionary (10), and said step of displaying an entry so

from said electronic diclk)nary is carried out by exe-

cuting one of said commands.

6. The method of claim 1 , conrprising the further steps

of: 55

extracting entries from said electronic diction-

ary (10); and

storing the errtries thus extracted rn a dictionary

entry store (9) separate from said electronic

dictionary (10).

7. The methtod of claim 6. wherein said steps of

extracting entries and storing the entries are carried

out when said dictionary access information is

attached, and said dictionary access information

comprises hypertext links pointing to individual

entries in said dictionary entry store (9).

8. The method of claim 6, wherein said steps of

extracting entries and storing the entries are carried

out when the user selects character strings defined

by the entries.

9. The method of claim 8, comprising the further step

of checking said dictionary entry store (9) when dic-

tionary access infonmation is attached, wherein

said dictionary access information comprises

hypertext links pointing to entries already present in

said dictionary entry store, and dictionary look-up

commands for obtaining entries not already present

In said dictionary entry store from said electronic

dictionary (10).

10. The method of daim 1, comprising the further step

of removing, from said electronic docum»rt, hyper-

text links to other electronic documents, before said

st^ of attaching drctionary access irrformation.

11. The method of claim 1 , comprising the further steps

of:

attaching menu information to items in said

electronic document having hypertext links to

other documents; and

displaying a menu, when the user selects one

of said items in said electronic document hav-

ing hypertext links to other documents, said

menu allowing the user to select character

strings in said item for display of their dictionary

entries, as well as allowing the user to select

access to a document to which said item is

linked t>y a hypertext link.

12. The method of claim 1. wher©n said dictionary

access information is attached only to character

strings defined in said electronic dictionary (5. 10,

15).

13. The method of daim 1, comprising the further step

of di^aying a message stating that the character

string selected by the user is not found in the elec-

tronic dictionary, if the user selects a character

string not defined in said electronic dictionary (5.

10. 15).

14. The m^od of daim 1 , comprising the further step

of keeping first records indicating how frequently
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different character strings with attached dictionary

access information have been selected by the user.

1 5. The method of claim 1 4 wherein, in said step of dis-

playing said electronic document with said diction-

ary access information attached, said character

strings are displayed in Afferent ways responsive to

said first records.

1 6. The method of claim 1 4, comprising the further step

of deciding, according to said first records, whether

to attach said dictionary access information to the

individual character strings in said electronic dic-

tionary.

17. The method of claim 1 4, comprising the further step

of keeping second records indicating how fre-

quently different character strings have been dis-

played with attached dictionary access information

18. The method of claim 1 7 wherein, in said step of dis-

playing said electronic document with said diction-

ary access information attached, said character

string are displayed in different ways responsive to

said first records and said second records.

1 9. The method of claim 1 7, comprising the further step

of deciding, according to said first records and said

second records, whether to attach said dictionary

access information to the individual character

strings in said electronic dictionary.

20. The method of claim 19, wherein said first records

conprise first counts indicating numbers of times

respective character strings have been looked up.

said second records conprise secortd counts indi-

cating numbers of times said dictionary access

information has been attached to respective char-

acter strings, and said step of deciding comprises

the further steps of:

calculating a ratio of one of said first records to

one of said second counts;

comparing said ratio with a first threshold; and

comparing said one of said second counts with

a second threshold.

21. The method of daim 20. wherein said dictionary

access information is attached when said ratio

exceeds said first threshold, and said dictionary

access information is also attached when said one

of said second counts does not exceed said second

threshold.

22. A document display system having a client clevice

(1) for displaying electronic documents to a user,

receiving commands from the user, and enat>lirK|

the user to select character strings in said etec-

trornc documents, comprising:

an electronic dictionary (5. 10. 15) coupled to

said client device, having a plurality of entries

stored on an electronically accessible medium;

and

5 a dictionary linker (4) coupled to said dienl

device, for attaching dictionary access informa-

tion to character stririgs in an electronic docu-

mertl displayed by said client device,

responsive to a comnrand received by said cli-

10 ent device from the user, said dictionary access

information causing said client device to

retrieve and display an entry from said elec-

tronic dictionary when the user selects a char-

acter string to which said dictionary access

15 information is attached.

23. The system of claim 22 wherein, when said diction-

ary linker (4) attaches sard dictionary access infor-

mation to character strings in said electronic

20 document, said client device ( 1 ) displays said elec-

tronic document with the character strings to which

said dictionary access infornr^tion is attached visi-

bly marked to indicate that said dictionary access

information is present, without dsplaying said die-

25 tionary access infornr^tion itself.

24. The system of claim 22, further comprising a dic-

tionary-access-ready document store (6), coupled

to said dictionary linker (4). for storing electronic

30 documents together with dictionary access infor-

mation attached thereto by saki dictionary linker.

25. The system of claim 22. also comprising a linked

document server (2) coupled behween saki client

35 devtee (1) and said dictionary linker (4), for supply-

ing said electronic documents to said client device,

activating said dictionary linker responsive to said

command, receiving said dictionary access infor-

mation from said client device when the user

40 selects a character string to which said dictionary

access irrformation is attached. ot>taining said

entry, and supplying said entry to said client device.

26. The system of claim 25, wherein said electronic dic-

45 tionary (5) has hypertext link information enabling

said entries to be retrieved from hypertext docu-

ments, and said dictionary access information com-

prises hypertext links pointing to the entries in said

electronic dictkxiary.

so

27. The system of daim 25, also comprising a dictk>n-

ary entry extractor (8) coupled to said ^ectronk;

dictionary (10). for extracting &\\r\es from said elec-

tronic dictionary.

55

28. The system of claim 27. wherein said dictkxiary

access information comprises commarxls causing

said linked document server (2) to activate said dic-

tionary entry extractor (8).
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29. The system of daim 27, also comprising a diction-

ary entry store (9) coupled to said dictionary entry

extractor (8), for storing the entries extracted by

from said dictionary entry extractor from said elec-

tronic dictionary (10).

30. The system of claim 29 wherein, when the user

selects a character string to which dictionary

access information is attached, if a con-esponding

entry is already stored in said dctionary entry store

(9), said dictionary entry extractor (8) obtains said

con-esponding entry from said dictionary entry

store, and if a corresponding entry is not already

stored in said dictionary entry store, said dictionary

entry extractor extracts a corresponding entry from

said electronic dictionary (10), supplies said entry

to said dient device (1), and stores said corre-

sponding entry in said dictionary entry store.

31 . The system of daim 29 wherein, when said diction*

ary linker (4) attaches dictionary access information

to a character string, said dictionary entry extractor

(8) extracts a corresponding entry from said elec-

tronic dictionary (10) and stores said entry in said

dictionary entry store (9). unless said entry is

already stored in said dictionary entry store, arKJ

wherein said dictionary access information com-
prises a hypertext link to tiie corresponding entry

stored in said dictionary entry store.

32. The system of daim 29 wherein, when said diction-

ary linker (4) attaches dictionary access information

to a character string, said dictionary linker checks

said dictionary entry store (9), attaches as said dic-

tionary access information a hypertext link pointing

to a corresponding enti-y in said dctionary entry

store, if said corresponding entry is already stored

in said dictionary entry store, and attaches as said

dictionary access information a command for acti-

vating said dictionary entry extractor (8). if said cor-

responding entry is not already stored in said

dictionary entry store.

33. The system of claim 22, further comprising a menu
generator (16) coupled to sak* dictionary linker (4),

wherein:

when said dictionary linker is attaching said

dictionary access information, if said dictionary

linker encounters an item to which a l^pertext link

is already attached, said dictionary linker activates

said m^u generator, and said menu generator

generates menu information for displaying a menu
allowing the user to select retrieval and display of

an electronic docunwrt incficated by said hypertext

Bnk and also allowing the user to select dictionary

access for character strings in said item;

said dic^onary linker attaches said menu infor-

mation to said item: and

said dient device displays said menu when the

user sdects said item.

34. The system of daim 22, further comprising a link

5 remover (17) coupled to said dctionary linker (4),

for removing hypertext links from electronic docu-

ments before said dictionary linker attaches said

dictionary access information to character strings in

said electronic documents.

10

35. The system of daim 22, wherein said dictionary

linker (4) attaches said dictionary access informa-

tion only to character strings defined in said elec-

tronic dictionary (5. 10. 15).

15

36. The system of claim 22, wherein said dient device

(1) displays a message indicating that no dictionary

entry is present, if the user selects a character

string not defined in said electronic dictionary (5.

20 10. 15).

37. The system of claim 22. further conprising a cflc-

tionary access tabulator (18) coupled to said dic-

tionary linker (4), for keeping records about past

25 selections, by the user, of character strings to which

said dictionary access information was attached.

38. The system of claim 37. wherein said cficlionary

linker (4) uses the records kept by said dictionary

30 access tat)ulator (18) in deciding whether to attach

said dictionary access information to said character

strings.

39. The system of daim 37, wha-ein said cBctionary

35 linker (4), in attaching said dictionary access infor-

mation, uses the records kept by said dictionary

access tabulator (18) by attaching attribute informa-

tion causing said dient device (1) to display said

character strings in different ways indicating to the

40 user how frequerrtly said character strings have

been previously selected.

40. The system of daim 37. wherein the records kept

by said dictionary access tabulator (18) comprises

45 first counts indicating how frequentiy said character

strings are selected by the user.

41. The system of daim 40, further comprising a tag

tat)ulator (19) coupled to said drctionary linker (4),

so for keeping second counts indicating how fre-

quentiy said dictionary access irrformation has

been attached to said character strings.

42. The system of daim 41, wherein said cfictionary

55 linker (4) uses said first counts and said second

counts in deciding whether to attach said dictfonary

access infonnation to said charader strings.

43w The system of daim 42. further comprsing:
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a ratio calculator (20) coupled to said dictionary

linker (4), for calculating ratios of said first

counts to said second counts; wherein

said dictionary linker uses said ratios and said

second counts in deciding wtiether to attach 5

said dictionary access informatiai to said char-

acter strings.

44. The systenr> of claim 43, wherein said dictionary

linker (4) compares said ratios with a first threshold. io

compares said second counts with a second

threshold, and attaches said dictionary access

information to character strings the ratios of which

exceed said first threshold, and to character strings

the second counts of which do not exceed said sec- is

ond threshold.

45. An electronic dictionary (5), comprising an electron-

ically accessible medium on which are stored a plu-

rality of dictionary entries, and on which is also 20

stored hypertext link information enabling the dic-

tionary entries to be individually retrieved by hyper-

text links from electronic documents.

46. The electronic dictionary (5) 0I claim 45, wherein 25

said hypertext link inforrration conforms to a hyper-

text markup lar^uage.

47. The electronic cfictionary (5) of claim 45, wherein

said hypertext link information comprises an open- 30

ing tag preceding each dictionary entry in said elec-

tronic dictionary, and a closing tag following each

dictionary entry in said electronic dictionary.

48. The electronic dictionary (5) of claim 47, wherein 35

each said opening tag specifies a character string

defined by the dictionary entry foltowtng said open-

ing tag.

49. The electronic dictionary (5) of claim 45. wherein 40

one of saki dictionary entries is an unknown-char-

acter-string entry conrprising a message that can

be displayed to inform a user who tries to look up a
character string that the character string is not

defined In the electronic dictk)nary. 45
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